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Abstract 
The Arctic fox is considered a critically endangered species on Norwegian mainland, 

and has since 2003 been subjected to intense and high human involvement through 

conservation initiatives. These initiatives include a national Arctic fox captive-breeding 

program, a national Arctic fox monitoring program, support feeding, and eliminating 

the threats posed by the Red fox or escaped farm foxes. All in all, the Arctic fox 

conservation (AFC) is considered a successful and well-functioning project in Norway; 

there is great public support for the project, the network of actors involved cooperate 

well, and even though the Arctic fox still is critically endangered, the species is on its 

way to recovery.  

 

With a feminist political ecological framework, I investigate AFC as a successful 

project, placing the focus on the prevalent network of actors involved. Looking at AFC 

as a social and political phenomenon, I wish to improve our understanding of the 

resources, both material and immaterial, necessary to produce and use knowledge for 

conservation purposes. With this study, I hope to develop new ways of understanding 

what systems and processes are at work within a conservation project.  

  

I identify AFC as a biohegemonic project, and point to various ways the biohegemony 

is maintained. Lack of public participation, yet great public support and acceptance, is 

one way of maintaining the biohegemony. Furthermore, I found there to be an Arctic 

fox paradox in the Norwegian society, and an existing gender hierarchy maintained 

within the AFC, and I discuss some ways biopower is exercised.  
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INTRODUCTION 
While preparing for my first fieldtrip for this thesis, in which I was going to spend 10 

days at the Arctic fox captive-breeding station, I asked a senior male with experience 

from the station if he had any tips on what I should bring with me. He leaned back, 

spread his legs and put his arms behind his head and replied “Well, it ain´t no place to 

wear a miniskirt!” It was perhaps meant as a joke, but I felt offended and reduced to my 

gender, wondering what made him believe he could talk to me like that, let alone how 

he got the impression I would show up in field with a miniskirt. Was it his disbelief in 

my competence in field? I answered jokingly back that I was bummed out I could not 

bring my miniskirt, but that I was actually more interested in knowing what equipment 

was at the station already, such as tents, cooking facilities, headlights, GPS etc. It 

infuriated me to think about the comment afterwards especially, because it felt unfair 

and made me feel like I had to prove myself, which I strictly speaking did not have to. I 

start the introduction with this anecdote because that first experience somehow helped 

me to focus my research and helped me to shape my methodological reflections. 

 

It would not come as a surprise to anybody perhaps, that the Arctic fox conservation 

(AFC) in Norway is predominantly based on knowledge produced within a natural 

science tradition and by any standard; the AFC is a highly successful project.  

 

My first encounters with the experts working in the project made me decide to study it 

as a social and political phenomenom and not least to pay attention to gender 

dimensions and power relations in shaping such a project. What can we learn from 

successful natural science projects about our own society? Furthermore, as I started to 

learn more about the methods and techniques used in the AFC project to support the 

survival of an endangered species in Norway, I wanted to expand the understanding of 

what we actually do to protect an endangered species: why are there so little discussions 

about the techniques used? Why is it accepted that to support the survival of one 

species, other species should die? What is more, why do we not as a society discuss 

more broadly what “natural”/”unnatural” means when making the Arctic fox survive in 

“nature”? 
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I decided to adopt a feminist political ecology approach in my study. Political ecology is 

a broad and interdisciplinary tradition focusing on several aspects of human-nature 

relations. All political ecologists have a particular interest in “the conditions of the 

environment and the people who live and work within it”, and most advocate 

fundamental changes in the management of nature and the rights of people, directly or 

indirectly working with state and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) to challenge 

current conditions (Robbins 2012:13). A common political ecological premise is that 

“environmental changes and ecological conditions are the product of political 

processes” (Robbins 2012:19-20). The actors involved in a specific phenomenon are 

often studied, with an emphasis on systems of power, politics and inequality. 

 

Feminist political ecology (FPE), in short, has a strong emphasis on studying conflicts 

and power dimensions within the “use and conservation of areas and natural resources” 

(Svarstad 2008). Exploring the conservation of an animal in Norway, and looking at 

environmental knowledge and its production, is one way of doing this. 

 

“A key theme […of FPE] is to challenge the utility of male-dominated and western 

instrumentalist science” (Bryant 1998:88). It is useful to look at connections between 

politics, science, ecology and gender in order to clarify, or discover, various forms of 

oppression (Bryant 1998). I will be studying AFC in Norway as a social and political 

phenomenon, and I will be asking, “Who is able to assess, manage and protect nature, 

and through what techniques are different forms of nature made both legible and lively? 

How do the truths that expert tell about nature relate to truths told about people?” 

(Biermann and Mansfield 2014:260).  

 

FPE and political ecology could be explained as “a field of critical research predated on 

the assumption that any tug on the strands of the global web of human-environment 

linkages reverberates through the system as a whole” (Robbins 2012:13). It is rare to 

read a feminist analysis of environmental matters. Indeed, regardless of how relevant it 

is to critically study for instance distribution of power, or relationships between social 

divides (i.e. class, gender, race) and epistemology, these kinds of investigations are 

considered controversial (Forsynth 2003). 
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Feminism and feminist theories are critical to hierarchies and exclusions (also to the 

categorization of “women”, or any given static category, as a representation for 

seemingly unified entity), and often “seek to extend visibility and legitimacy to women 

as political subjects” (Butler 1990:2). Haraway argued, “the research seeking to 

acknowledge the importance of “gender” by looking only at women is to avoid the 

dynamics that lead to the [...] marginalization of women in the first place” (in Forsyth 

2003:84). A patriarchal society, described as consisting of a male-dominated power 

structure (Napiloski 2017), is seen by feminists as an oppressive system, not only 

oppressive to women, but also to men. 

 

Feminist schools of thought are characterized by studying power, looking at how the 

world is constructed, social, and that historical boundaries are shaped by the past and 

the present systems of power. Peterson, when discussing the important contributions 

post-positivist and feminist critiques can offer, makes these three statements that I find 

important to rephrase in their fullness. Feminist critique is 

Acknowledging the relation of subject and object (their interaction, not 
opposition) shifts our attention to subjects as embodied, socially 
constructed knowers and agents. 
 
Acknowledging that facts and values are in relation, not opposition, shifts 
our attention to knowers, knowing the known as embedded in webs of 
meaning and historical contingency. 
 
Acknowledging that social reality is pervasively gendered, shifts our 
attention to the systemic effects of masculinism and its promotion of 
disembodied and disembedded knowing  
(Peterson 1992:205). 

 
Indeed, with this research I wish to shift our attention to the experts and managers, but 

also the Arctic fox, as embodied. I wish to look at how patriarchal structures, which 

natural science is rooted in, are still permeating the field today. Because natural sciences 

as a field, but also academia, does not have a history of being inclusive to women, and 

much of the scientific discourse is still reflecting stereotypical gender roles (Forsyth 

2003:Rocheleau, Thomas-Slayter and Wangari 1996). Natural sciences promote 

disembodiment through objectivity, while feminist studies criticize this “writing from 

nowhere”, and rather promotes situating knowledge by acknowledging “the power of 

partial perspective”, looking at research as a social project (Haraway 1988:Rocheleau et 

al. 1996).  
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Svarstad argued that there “is a need to end the ignorance of gender dimensions in 

environmental research, and I think a feminist political ecology provides the best point 

of departure.” (Svarstad 2008:45) In fact, she argued that even though Norway seems to 

be a pioneering country in regards to gender equality in many areas, environmental 

management however, constitutes an area where gender equality has not been applied, 

at least not on local level (Benjaminsen and Svarstad 2010). 

 

Studying power informs how humans understand, engage, relate and influence in and 

with nature, which is something that is in constant change. Gonda (2015) argued that 

there seems to be a growing understanding of conservation being more complex than a 

natural scientific approach alone can address. More factors and actors than perhaps first 

assumed relevant have been found intertwined in conservation projects in several ways. 

For instance, Fletcher (2010) describes how conservation is not apolitical but can 

embody neoliberal elements. Furthermore, some conservation initiatives can disregard 

local communities, or identify them as a threat to the conservation goal (Fletcher 2010).  

 

Another way of studying conservation is through environmental knowledge and the 

production of it. In the book “Knowing Nature” (Goldman, Nadasdy and Turner 2010), 

a big part is devoted to what is referred to as the “practices of scientists - the most 

privileged producer of environmental knowledge”(25). 

 

Campbell studied scientists role as powerful knowledge producers in the conservation 

of the marine turtle (Campbell 2010), while Forsynth found that soil-erosion researchers 

used abstract representations of the environment, despite it not reflecting local context. 

In fact, the abstractions both poorly described and predicted soil-erosion threats 

(Goldman et al. 2010). The abstract representations were seen as “more scientific” and 

generalizable, therefore they were persistedly used, regardless of available and more 

suited local methods. Forsynth asked, “Why is so much environmental explanations 

based on these kinds of inaccurate universalistic statements?” (Forsyth in Goldman et 

al. 2010:33) His question is a valid one, as a critique on objectivity within 

environmental projects. 
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Important to note, this thesis should not be read as a critique on natural scientific 

knowledge, nor on the natural scientific/applied ecological epistemic community. I am 

rather interested in understanding how it works. 

Aim and focus of the research 

This study aims to improve our understanding of the resources necessary to produce and 

use knowledge for AFC purposes in Norway. How does a successful natural science 

project like AFC relate to the Norwegian society? What can we learn from the project 

about our own society? Why is is so little discussions or critical voices about the 

techniques used to make the Arctic fox live? Why is it accepted that other species 

should die in order to make Arctic fox species live? Why do we not as a society discuss 

more broadly what “natural”/”unnatural” means, and the engineering behind making 

Arctic fox live?   

Structure of thesis 

This introductory chapter includes an introduction to feminist political ecology (FPE). 

The second chapter covers the historical context of how the Arctic fox could go from 

fur to flagship (a symbol for climate change). In the methodology chapter, named after 

the methodology book "Ways of knowing" by Moses and Knutsen (2012), I explain 

how I carried out the research, and include a discussion on epistemologies and feminist 

objectivity. The way AFC is organized and functioning is outlined in chapter four. The 

fifth chapter looks at the experts and managers as social beings. In the sixth chapter, I 

take a step back and study power and AFC. The concluding chapter connects all the 

dots together, and I suggest venues for future research.  
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1  THE ARCTIC FOX IN A CHANGING 
NORWAY  
 

 

Arctic fox skins hanging at a Norwegian hunting cabin in East-Greenland (The Polar 
Museum).  
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This chapter includes historical context of how the Arctic fox could go from being seen 

as fur to becoming a symbolic flagship species. I describe the first traces experts have 

found of Arctic fox in Norway, and then I describe three distinct eras characterized by 

different ways the Norwegian society has related to Arctic fox; an intensive hunting era, 

a protection era, and the current intensive conservation era.  

1.1 The endangered Arctic fox  
On a global scale, the Arctic fox is 

considered common and living in 

abundance, yet in Norway and the 

neighboring countries Sweden and 

Finland, it is critically endangered. The 

International Union for Conservation of 

Nature (IUCN) estimates several 

hundred thousand Arctic foxes on a 

global scale, though with a fluctuating 

population number due to their food 

source, lemmings, living in fluctuation 

cycles (Angerbjörn & Tannerfeldt 

2014). For what experts refer to as the 

Fennoscandian subpopulation (see figure 

2) the situation is grave, and major 

conservation initiatives started in the late 

1990s  (ibid.).  

Figure 1 The Red List Classifications. 

Figure 2 Arctic fox  habitats in purple. The red circle 
is emphasizing Fennoscandia. 
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This thesis is focusing on AFC in Norway1 where the species got its official status as 

protected in 1930. In 2003 the Norwegian Environment Agency (NEA) published a 

national Plan of Action (PoA) 

for Arctic fox, and it has been 

subjected to extensive 

conservation efforts since. In 

2015 the critically endangered 

species was furthermore 

categorized with the status of 

a “prioritized species”, which 

will be discussed below. 

Since the 1990s, thus, several 

AFC cooperation’s and 

projects has taken place 

across the Norwegian and 

Swedish borders. Finland has 

also been involved, yet the 

species was considered 

extinct in Finland the past two 

decades until two individuals 

were caught on camera in 2016 (Brenna 2016). To get an idea of what areas are 

considered Arctic fox habitats in Norway, look at figure 3.  

Prioritization of the Arctic fox in 2015 

According to the Norwegian biodiversity law (Naturmangfoldloven § 23, prioriterte 

arter) a species can become prioritized if (1) it and its genetic diversity is not ensured 

for the long run and the population is not viable in its natural habitat, (2) the species has 

big parts of its habitat and genetic traits in Norway or that (3) there are international 

obligations related to the species. A prioritization of a species usually becomes the 

moment when it also receives its own PoA, yet that was already in place for Arctic fox 

                                                
1 At the Svalbard islands the Arctic fox population is not endangered. To make it easier for the reader I 

Figure 3 Norway mainland, and a selection of areas 
with known Arctic fox dens. 
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since 2003, and it was not until 2015 it was designated as a “prioritized species”. Out of 

the 13 prioritized species in Norway, the Arctic fox is the only mammal on the list, and 

fills all three requirements above.  

Because of the already PoA in place, a variety of conservation efforts were already 

established, thus the major change in 2015 was that the strict legal protection of the 

Arctic fox was expanded to now also include the Arctic fox species specific habitat; 

their dens. Thus, since 2015, it became strictly illegal to approach or disturb not only 

the Arctic fox, but also all its habitats and dens; including dens with no activity.  

Flagship species 

The recent Arctic fox prioritization can be seen in connection to the IUCN declaring it a 

global flagship species in 2009, and the International Convention of Biological 

Diversity (CBD) in 2010 setting a Strategic Plan for Biodiversity (2011-2020). A 

‘flagship species’ is a ”popular, charismatic species that serve as symbols and rallying 

points to stimulate conservation awareness and action” (Heywood 1995:491). Such 

species are often used to catch people´s attention through appealing to ethos, in order to 

raise funds and promote the aim of conservation (Bowen-Jones and Entwistle 2002). 

The IUCN declared Arctic fox a new flagship species because it specifically highlights 

the disruption between species interaction due to climate changes. The Arctic fox faces 

habitat loss due to competition and predation from Red foxes, and the lemmings, which 

is a big source of food, also experience a negative change in their population cycles 

(IUCN 2009).  

 

The general sentiments both in Norway, and in the international discourses, appear to be 

to ensure and improve the conditions for the planet’s biodiversity, and to especially 

prevent species that are on the verge of extinction to go extinct. Arctic fox status as a 

prioritized flagship species in 2015 could be seen as emphasizing the already implaced 

AFC work, highlighting the importance of a continuating focus on the species.  

1.2 Historical backdrop: From fur to flagship 
Arctic fox has been subjected to radically different treatment in Norway throughout 

time. This section will advance the historical context of AFC in Norway. As read so far 
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in this chapter, Arctic fox is protected and prioritized, and internationally pointed out as 

a flagship species. This has not always been the case; in fact Arctic fox was hunted 

intensely in the past. The views on nature, such as ideological beliefs, values and 

knowledge at the time, affect how people perceive and interpret nature, and also how 

we shape and use it (Schjerup Hansen 1989). Human understandings of their own role 

in/over/as nature are in constant change. It is not said, though, that all communities 

within the same country have the same belief, views about nature and animals, and 

motivations at the same time.  

The ancient Arctic fox  (36,000 years before present time)  

The Arctic fox populated Scandinavia sometime after the glacial period, and is 

considered a native species part of the Norwegian fauna. A few archeolohical findings 

of Arctic fox bones have been dated as far back as 36,000-28,000 years before present 

time (b.p.) (Linnell and colleagues 2004; Frafjord & Hufthammer 1994). Interestingly, 

no bones have been found dating to the period 9000-5000 b.p., and experts believe “the 

species may have been rare or absent during this comparatively warm period” (Frafjord 

& Hufthammer 1994:65). The past 5000 years up until present day however, the species 

has been part of the Scandinavian fauna. Arctic fox is thus considered a native species 

in Norway, just as is also is in Finland, Iceland, Sweden, Canada, Greenland, Russian 

Federation, Svalbard and Jan Mayen and United States Alaska (in Aleutian Is. it was 

introduced) (Angerbjörn and Tannerfeldt 2014).  

Era of intensive hunting (1845-1930) 

In 1845 “The Law on Eradication of Predators and the Protection of Other Species” was 

approved in Norway (Richardsen 2012). This law sat the stage for an era characterized 

by intensive hunting of several species. It encouraged hunting by promising bounty 

payouts.  

There were no restrictions on what time of year one could hunt the “predator plagues” 

enlisted as bear, wolf, lynx, otter, marten, wolverine, stoat and badger (Richardsen 

2012; Søbye, Judin & Rundtom 2004). Exterminating the predators was argued to have 

positive effects on the other wild species, but also to be good weapon and soldier’s 

training for Norwegians, and help protecting the farm animals. There is not found 
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recorded any critique against the law in the parliament protocols according to research 

done by Richardsen (2012).  

 

The Arctic fox was not a species included in the bounty arrangement, however evidence 

suggests that the law and bounty arrangement still affected the Arctic fox population for 

increased hunting. There are examples of a bounty hunter using its skins to commit 

bounty frauds, for instance. One hunter turned in 28 Arctic fox skins under the pretense 

they were wolves or lynx in 1868 and 1869. When the fraud was revealed, the sheriff 

was suspected to be a part of the fraud, yet the sheriff and regional governors argued 

they did not have good enough guidelines to separate between the different species 

(Richardsen 2012; Søbye, Judin and Rundtom 2004; Søbye 2001). It is not known how 

common bounty frauds including Arctic foxes were, yet it illustrates that Arctic fox 

were also affected directly by this law, in addition to the massive change the intense 

hunting had on the whole forest ecosystem. 

 

In this period, it was also common to dig out dens, or trap foxes, as the fur was 

considered exclusive. Between 1880-1881 it has been found records of between 300-

400 Arctic fox were trapped on the Varanger peninsula alone (Direktoratet for 

Naturforvaltning 2003). This peninsula is now a place where the captive-breeding 

program (CBP) will release Arctic foxes for the coming eight years (“Miljødirektoratet 

vil sette ut fjellrevvalper på Varangerhalvøya”, 2017, April 14, Aftenposten) because the 

experts consider it as one of the places in Norway with the most worrisome species 

survival prognosis (Eide et. al. 2015a).  

Protection and the beginning of a new era (1930-2003) 

The National Union for Nature Protection in Norway (NVF) was established in 1914, 

and the Arctic fox got its legal protective status in 1930. This indicates the beginning of 

a new era of conservation consciousness. The change from intensive hunting to 

protection took place gradually, and what changed in Norway mainland was that it 

became illegal to hunt or trap the species, and also to purchase/sell its fur. National 

parks were also established. 
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The protection status became official in 1930 Norway, and in the neighboring countries 

Sweden 1928, and 1940 in Finland. The protection in Norway made hunting and 

disturbing of Arctic fox strictly illegal. However, after around seven decades of 

protection, the population did not seem to recover. In fact, it was rather on the verge of 

dying out in Scandinavia at the end of the 1990s (Linnell et al. 1999). Between 1996-

2016, the Arctic fox was considered extinct in Finland, while the subpopulations in 

Sweden and Norway there were found to be small, isolated and fragile.  

 

In 1999 Norwegian experts concluded: “there are no more than 50 adult Arctic fox es in 

Norway” (Linnell et al. 1999:3). Local extinction was believed to be inevitable unless 

actions were taken, and the experts recommended closer monitoring, more research and 

a special management plan, a PoA. In addition, they proposed an Arctic fox captive-

breeding and releasing program (CBP). Similar programs already took place in Canada 

and the USA with other endangered fox species (not Arctic fox). The Norwegian 

experts argued such a program crucial to strengthening the small subpopulations. The 

Norwegian experts, which were mainly from the Norwegian Institute for Nature 

Research, NINA, a private, non-for profit institute and the Veterinary Institute, received 

funding from the Norwegian authorities and established contact with the breeding 

programs abroad (Linnell et al. 1999).  

 

The Arctic fox was bred in captivity for the first time in 1999-2000, in what is referred 

to as an “ordinary fox farm situation”. Pups were captured in various mountains and 

placed in this farm. The attempt was not considered successful because the Arctic fox es 

showed stressed behavior in captivity, and did therefore not breed. One litter, however, 

was born by a farm fox female (Landa et al. 2015). This litter was dismissed because of 

the origin of the mother (it is considered undesirable to mix the wild Arctic fox 

population with farm foxes due to DNA differences), yet one of the informants of this 

thesis stated that the litter was still an important argument for a continuation of the 

CBP, yet under different conditions than a farm setting. Thus, a CBS was built in 

Oppdal, and the facilities and techniques have advanced since the first attempts in 2000. 

 

To summarize, the Arctic fox was protected, yet a protection alone did not seem to 

improve their conditions. There was a great deal of activity and collaborations that lead 
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up to the PoA for Arctic fox in Norway in 2003, which marks the beginning of a more 

systematic national involvement.  

Era of intensive conservation and awareness (2003-2017) 

The beginning of this era, in Norwegian context, is marked by the year 2003 when the 

PoA for Arctic fox (Handlingsplan for fjellrev) was published by the Agency for Nature 

Management (today NEA). The era is characterized by an increased awareness and 

agreement on Arctic fox as a subject for conservation, nationally and internationally. 

This can for instance be seen in the amount, and content of, the media coverage. It 

seems to an awareness of, and concern for, the survival of the Arctic fox. Seeing by the 

amount of media coverage, it appears to be something people are both interested in and 

wish to stay updated on. In addition, the species has recently become more of a symbol 

for climate change, and used in logo´s and as mascot in nature-related initiatives 

especially for children, and children learn about its endangeredment in school in 

connection to climate change. 

 

The PoA for Arctic fox published by NEA echoed many of the previous suggestions for 

a management plan (Linnell et al. 1999), where closer monitoring, more research and a 

CBP was suggested crucial for Arctic fox survival in Norway. There has also been an 

emphasis on the fact that the Arctic fox does not operate within nation borders, thus that 

the Arctic fox is common, and AFC in Norway also concerns the neigbouring coutries.  

When experts hypothesize why Arctic fox is critically endangered, they divide their 

hypotheses into “before and after the 1930”. In PoA, seven hypotheses are offered as 

possible explanations for its critical endangered. The first (1) hypothesis is the intensive 

hunting before 1930. After 1930, the other hypothesis are that Arctic fox is critically 

endangered due to (2) displacement, because of the Red foxes; lack of food due to (3) 

changing lemming ecology and (4) cadaver shortage, (5) breeding with escaped farm 

foxes, (6) diseases and parasites, and lastly due to (7) populatin fragmentation/isolation 

(Direktoratet for naturforvaltning 2003).  

 

On the basis of the hypotheses, several actions and measures were initiated, amongst 

others the captive-breeding program (CBP) was developed with support-feeding as a 
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part of it, the need for more research on Red foxes, genetics in foxes and lemming 

ecology was stressed, and to identify key habitats, and securing Arctic fox dens. 

Furthermore, measures against escaped farm foxes and against disease and parasites 

were instigated (Direktoratet for naturforvaltning 2003).  

 

The PoA releases “five million NOK to the Arctic fox ”, and it was announced in the 

national news channel NRK, 2003, September 6. According to then environment 

minister, Børge Brende, at the time, 

“We are starting a large-scale breeding project so that we can place out 
Arctic foxes, and we are going to help feed the Arctic fox out in nature. 
[…] We are also going to look whether it is possible to limit the red fox, 
which encroach on Arctic fox territory. We are also making a monitoring 
program to find out where the Arctic fox is located.”  

(“5 mill til fjellreven”, NRK Nyheter, September 6th 2003, translated by 
author) 

How the Arctic fox conservation is currently organized 

How AFC is currently organized was a direct consequence of the PoA in 2003. A 

national monitoring program and a CBP were established, which are the focus of this 

research. Both programs were, and still are, developed and operated as cooperation 

between NINA and NEA. The owner and contractor of both programs is NEA. A close 

international cooperation was also emphasized in PoA, and Norway became 

incorporated into the Swedish-Finnish cooperation called SEFALO+, which was an 

international cooperation project running from 2003-2008. In 2004, a research project 

called Fjellrev i Finnmark (Arctic fox in Finnmark) was started at The Arctic University 

(UiT), also funded by NEA. This project went on from 2004-2016, and was aimed at 

researching the conditions in the ecosystem limiting Arctic fox dispersal and population 

growth (looking specifically at irregularities in the rodent cycles, and Arctic fox 

competition with Red fox), and reducing Red fox population at the Varanger peninsula 

to evaluate the effects of the culling measure (Ims et al. 2015).  

The national monitoring program of Arctic fox 
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The national monitoring program is an effort to keep the Arctic fox population under 

observation, in order to follow developments and changes. Arctic fox activity and 

observations are registered (for instance through photographing), and all known dens 

are investigated for activity (i.e. whether there are pups born there), and feces/hair is 

collected for DNA analysis around dens. The monitoring work is a cooperation 

between wardens and experts.  

Prior to 2003, it was up to each county governor how much focus to place on Arctic 

fox. The focus depended on local funds and initiatives, and priorities within each 

county. Thus, some wardens registered species activity, yet with a variety of methods, 

while others were not prioritizing Arctic fox. When the national monitoring program 

for Arctic fox was established, this changed. The PoA bound each county to follow up 

on the species activity and all wardens were coordinated to follow the same protocols 

for registration around the habitat, and at each den. 

Collecting the same type of data by similar protocols and instructions enabled to set a 

national standard on the data, rather than a local standard. For instance, it allowed for 

the possibility of stating approximately how many Arctic fox are born in Norway each 

year, and the effects of the conservation measures can be evaluated on the basis of such 

overview (such as support feeding, or the survival of the captive-bred and released 

foxes).  

The data is gathered by mostly the wardens, and compiled and analyzed by experts. A 

national standard was desirable as it would be easier to understand and interpret, 

communicate, and also considered more reliable as it would be done on a long-term 

basis. A senior researcher who was central in setting up the monitoring program stated 

in an interview that the national standard parameters were made by merging already 

established methods and standards from Sweden, together with local methods from 

Norway. All county governors, with wardens, implemented the measures following the 

same special Arctic fox protocol.   

The national captive-breeding program for Arctic fox 
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The national CBP constitutes a station (CBS) in Sætersfjellet Oppdal, where between 

20-40 Arctic fox pups are born each year and released into the mountains when they 

have grown strong (Landa et al. 2015).  

 

In order to maximize the well being of the animals, which is crucial to get the females 

in the heat, the CBS was moved from the fox farm setting described earlier to Oppdal, 

in an area already habited by Arctic foxes. CBS houses around 8 couples, a male and a 

female paired up, each in their own outdoor-enclosures with artificial dens. The foxes 

at the CBS are to represent the DNA diversity in the Norwegain Arctic fox population. 

The thought is that the Arctic fox in captivity should live in as similar situation as the 

none-captive ones, and have as little human contact as possible (Landa et. al 2015). 

 

According to the CBP´s annual report 2015, there has been a generally steady amount 

of pups born at the CBS between 2006-2015 (Landa et al. 2015). The CBP does 

additional research on Arctic fox too, by following the survival of the released foxes. 

Thus all pups born in captivity are going through a “marking”, meaning they are 

captured, micro-chipped, ear-tagged, DNA-sampled through blood, feces, spit, nail and 

fur samples. All pups receive a unique number that follows them throughout their lives, 

enabling to study their survival rate, reproduction and conduct kinship analysis. From 

2006-2015, 303 captive-bred Arctic fox have been released into the mountains (see 

figures).  

 
Figure 4 Amount of Arctic Fox marked with unique numbers at the captive-breeding 
station in gray, released Arctic Fox pups in blue, and amount of litters in orange.  
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Figure 5 Locations where the 303 captive-bred Arctic fox have been released between 
2006-2015. The Varanger peninsula is not indicated on the map, but it is all the way in 
the north. 

Other animals in Norway 

It cannot be emphasized enough how AFC does not take place in a vacuum. The 

hunting law 1845 affected the Arctic fox extensively, yet was not the main target for 

eradication. The dynamics between a great amount of animals must have been 

drastically effected by this period of intensive hunting, Still today, four predators (bear, 

wolf, lynx and wolverine) are kept, due to management and political decision-making, 

to a population size which makes them all appear as red listed (in accordance with the 

population goals set by the Parliament). This has to do with conflicts between human 

interests, because the predators live off the same grazing animals as many Norwegians; 

deer-animals and farmed animals. Thus in Norway today, the predator´s population size 

is highly politicized, monitored and regulated. Arctic fox is also politicized and 

monitored, yet with a different premise; namely that of conservation and bringing the 

population to grow bigger. While the premise for the predators is still (just as in 1845) 

to keep the numbers low and avoid heated conflicts between farmers and animal 

protection activists.  
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Chapter summary 

To summarize this chapter, Arctic fox is considered critically endangered in 

Fennoscandia, yet not globally. In Norway, it has been protected for decades, and got 

prioritization in recent years. Together with the developments in Norwegian society, the 

views on Arctic fox have changed radically. This chapter has discussed some significant 

historical and cultural aspects related to the way Arctic fox is viewed today and the way 

the conservation of it began. Interestingly, becoming a ‘flagship species’ also in the 

global discourses, highlights the species´s portrayal as important in Norwegian society.  
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2  WAYS OF KNOWING: METHODOLOGY 
 

Top left: The equipment when marking Arctic fox  pup. Top right: Wild life camera. Bottom: 
The protocol filled in when approaching Arctic fox  dens in Norway. 
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This research is based on literature review and empirical data gathered from three 

qualitative methods; semi-structured elite interviews, fieldwork investigations through 

participant observation and text/discourse analysis. The main source of data is from 18 

interviews with 10 Arctic fox experts and managers, and from several separate field 

observations taking place May, June and July 2015. I will in this chapter elaborate on 

each methodology, discuss triangulation of the three methodologies and research 

validity. Then I include a section on epistemologies where I present feminist objectivity 

and lastly, my own subjectivity. 

To protect the participant's anonymity, since AFC in Norway is a small field, I refer to 

the expert/manager's as "s/he", “his/her”, unless otherwise relevant. All interviewees 

were informed that I would strive for anonymity (see Appendix 2 and Appendix 3 about 

informed consent), yet that full anonymity would be difficult because of the informants’ 

specific positions. All interviewees approved the transcriptions from the interviews 

before analysis.  

Important to note that when I talked with the experts about being “an Arctic fox 

researcher”, many underlined that they also work with other animals and issues. The 

same was for the managers and warden; AFC is but a part of their jobs. 

2.1 Approaching the Arctic fox conservation 
(AFC) 
Having to narrow down my scope when studying AFC was a challenging task. 

Everything seemed relevant and important, and there were several venues I could have 

chosen to follow.  

I chose to study "AFC in Norway", and decided to engage with the authoritative 

coalition of forces, and study specifically the national monitoring program and the CBP. 

Thus, the subjects of this study are the prevalent coalition of forces involved with AFC. 

I interviewed ten key people, five experts and five managers, chosen due to the position 

they held at the time of the study. During the first interview with a senior expert I was 

invited to the annually held Arctic fox meeting in Trondheim May 2015. This is a 

national meeting point between experts, NEA and wardens especially, solely focused on 

AFC. I was also invited to observe at an international research meeting in Trondheim 
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over two days, June 2015. In addition to this, I contacted the CBP, and was able to 

spend 10 days together with a summer team at CBS July 2015. I also joined the team 

doing some Arctic fox den controls in Finse and around Oppdal. The field observations 

proved to be very valuable as they improved my understanding of AFC, and 

consequently advanced the questions I asked in the interviews.  

 

Even though experts often comment on scientific findings in newspaper articles, there is 

little focus on the processes and material/immaterial resources enabling the knowledge 

production (financial possibilities, technologies, networks and ideas). The knowledge 

appears to be without much context. Thus, this research could also be seen as an attempt 

to situate AFC and de-facing the power structures. Studying the experts as situated 

social beings with backgrounds and contexts is one way to do that.  

To summarize, "AFC" referred to in this study, is mainly centered on studying the 

prevalent coalition of forces involved in the decision-making, measures, and knowledge 

produced of Arctic fox in Norway, and the national monitoring program and CBP are 

especially in focus of this study.  

2.2 Elite interviews 
An elite is according to Richards, “…a group of individuals, who hold, or have held, a 

privileged position in society and […] are likely to have had more influence on political 

outcomes than general members of the public.” (1996:199) The subjects of this study 

were considered elites, and were able to give valuable insights only they could provide 

related to AFC in Norway. All interviewed for this research were considered elite; they 

hold positions that make them privileged and influential; either as decision-makers or 

experts of Arctic fox, or other wild animals in Norway.  

Characteristics for elites, and for elite interviews, are much described in the literature 

(see for instance Aberbach and Rockman 2002;Dexter 2006;Kezar 2003;Richards 

1996). I chose a semi-structured interview design because elites are typically people 

with busy schedules who might not be comfortable with closed questions. With a semi-

structured interview, I gave the interviewee the possibility to speak freely and being in 

control, while I had brought with me questions in order to also be in control. Due to the 
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possible power dynamics between senior researcher/manager and myself as a student, I 

was prepared for the possibility that the interviewee could take control of the interview. 

That was important to tackle because even through a senior is knowledgeable and 

experienced, s/he does not necessarily know what my approach is. Therefore, I directed 

the interview when needed, but I constantly followed up with extra questions when 

something of interest appeared, or for clarifications. When speaking freely the 

interviewee often went onto a pathway of sharing personal stories, sharing interesting 

thoughts or ideas out loud. These insights were treated as very valuable during analysis 

because I heard how the interviewee was rationalizing, what s/he took for granted, and 

how s/he was challenged by my questions.  

My interview style was not particularly challenging or provoking, yet the questions I 

asked caused interviewees to openly reflect on their subjectivity. Kezar (2003) wrote 

that interviewing an elite could be a good way to influence or alter inequalities, or 

challenge people sitting in powerful positions.  

Meeting the experts and managers one-on-one and hear them contextualize and reflect 

on processes, but also their own personal background, was information I would not have 

gained elsewhere. Aberbach and Rockman stated that elite interviews are important to 

learn “what a set of people think, or how they interpret an event or series of events, or 

what they have done or are planning to do.” (2002:673) Ready-crafted publications and 

reports, or newspaper articles do not contain such information. Furthermore, natural 

sciences as a discipline has one way of understanding animals, which entails hypothesis 

testing, emphasizing replicability, striving for objectivity by staying unsituated, 

generalizability, abstraction and quantification (read more about feminist objectivity at 

the end of this chapter). This discipline is not focused on addressing political or social 

aspects of AFC, power and knowledge production, or the ways AFC is received in the 

Norwegian society.  

Description of interviews 

All informants were selected due to the position they held, but it became appearent that 

some also had held relevant positions in the past. Thus the clear-cut referral to people as 

"experts" or "managers/decision-makers" should not be seen as static and reductive. All 

interviews were kept in Norwegian, yet two respondents spoke Swedish. They clarified 
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certain words if I asked during the interview, and also gave input on the transcriptions 

afterwards.  

The first contact with all interviewees took place via email. All informants answered 

positively except one warden who stated he was not a relevant interviewee. I did a 

random selection of all SNO wardens in counties with Arctic fox habitats found on the 

SNO website, and the warden I then approached was positive. See Appendix 2 for 

informed consent, interview guides 1 and 2, and for an overview of dates of 

interview/length/where they took place.  

Some of the interviewees were selected because they had worked in the field of nature 

management in various high positions, and in that sense also had a good insight into 

AFC. Some were chosen because they were not senior, in order to get the insight from 

younger respondents as well. One expert worked on Svalbard, but was stationed on 

mainland Norway and had close contact with AFC experts. As an outsider of AFC, this 

respondent was also chosen to crosscheck. Eight interviewees were Norwegian, and two 

Swedish (yet worked in Norway). All interviewees were white. All interviewees 

brought insights of either AFC, or on other relevant animal conservation/research in 

Norway, and all interviewees had influence or insight on decision-making processes 

and/or knowledge production.  

The interviews took place one-on-one and it was strived for a face-to-face meeting in 

the interviewees’ workplace, yet some took place via Skype of telephone due to not 

being possible to meet.  

I had two interview parts, Interview 1 and Interview 2. Interview 1 was focused on 

getting to know the backgrounds of the interviewee with more carefully selected 

question, and Interview 2 was a more targeted and open depending on the position and 

experience s/he held. I conducted Interview 1 with all 10 interviewees, and Interview 2 I 

conducted with 8 of the interviewees. Two, those who were not senior, were not 

pursued for Interview 2; one because s/he was recently involved in AFC, and one 

because s/he worked more with Red fox. Looking back, I wish I had pursued Interview 

2 also with this latter participant, who had more insights into Red fox. Three of the 

interviewees I kept Interview 1 and Interview 2 with 8-9 months apart, and inbetween 

the interviews I conducted fieldwork. I had to merge Interview 1 and 2 for practical 
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reasons with some interviewees, i.e. due to busy schedules. If I merged, I always kept 

Interview 1 first. 

When interviewees brought up events, publications or processes I asked them to 

contextualize and explain how it specifically came about. For instance, how the experts 

and managers cooperate, how the information is transferred between people, basically 

what is not visible in a published report.  

I recorded all interviews, a total of 14 hours and 35 minutes, which was transcribed by 

me in their entirety. All interviewees approved the transcriptions before proceeding to 

analysis. The review by the interviewee was a way to establish trust and transparency, 

but also so they could clarify something afterwards. All interviews were approved in 

their entirety; most did not conduct major changes. One interviewee however, wished to 

have what I considered an important statement taken away. Because the interviewee 

explicitly asked me to take that statement away from the interview transcript, I also took 

away similar statements from fieldwork observations by the same person. The 

statements lead me on the pathway to find similar information elsewhere however, so I 

was still able to pursue the information without connecting it to the interviewee directly. 

2.3 Fieldwork  
Fieldwork is a qualitative method often related to anthropology, yet it is not limited to 

anthropologists. All observations/participant observations in the field took place May, 

June and July 2015. Information on informed consent during fieldwork, a description 

and overview of all fieldworks can be found in Appendix 3.  

I collected data in the meeting-settings by strictly observing and taking notes, 

sometimes backed up by recording. The presentations at the national Arctic fox 

conference were recorded (sound and powerpoint) so I could look back on them later. I 

also recorded one part of a research meeting (about 1 hour) and a budget meeting (1 

hour).  

At the CBS and Finse, I systematically kept a field diary every evening, and sometimes 

also mid-day if there was time. During the day I always had a notebook in which I noted 

down key words and quotes in order not to forget. At CBS and Finse I also did some 
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photo documentations of equipment and the establishment, but also of the research 

assistant when working (this was positively received, and I only did it when appropriate 

and not in the way). I joined the research assistants by assisting them when for instance 

gathering feces samples, cleaning cages, carrying rocks to cover holes in the enclosures, 

and I observed them marking a total of 12 pups at the CBS, and joined on several den 

controls around Oppdal and in Finse.  

The field diary 

Each evening when in field, I took at least an hour or two to write my field diary. The 

field diary was an important space not only to record everything that had happened at 

the course of the day, it was also a space for me to reflect upon myself as a researcher 

(read further below about feminist objectivity).  

In field I made constant notes, which supported and corrected my own memory so I 

could write a richer field diary, and to bring coherence to my own reflecitons. I knew 

that the quotes were correct, because I had noted it down right after someone had said it. 

At social events, and in-between sessions, I sometimes went to take notes in the 

bathroom in order not to forget anything. In the field diary I also noted down where I 

was, what time of the day, my mood/state of mind, and the weather. All of these things 

brought me much easier back to the field when I did the analysis months later.   

Reflexivity, and keeping a constant dialogue with oneself and one’s own privileges, is 

an important part of fieldwork in qualitative research. Using myself as a research tool 

also invites for me to stay open and transparent.  

2.4 Text/discourse analysis 
One way to study AFC is by studying discourse in publications, but also in transcribed 

interviews and field diary. Doing a discourse analysis is common in social sciences. 

After we have started to understand the importance of discourse, many fields are 

carefully taking this into account. An example is how psychologist, throughout history, 

has changed terminologies and language about mental health, in the Diagnostic and 

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM). In psychology, the impact discourse can 
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have for the person diagnosed is crucial, but also for public debates and opinions about 

the diagnosis.  

Language could be seen as a “system of thought”. Foucault argued that “human beings 

do not recreate society through their behavior as much as through their ‘discourse’ – 

that is, through the routine use of everyday language that constantly re-present society, 

thereby maintaining it” (Moses and Knutsen 2012:192). It is, according to him and 

many other thinkers, loaded with concepts, terms, ideas, which not only have social 

implications, but political too (ibid.). This means that the language one is using is not 

‘without risk’, because it carries meaning connected to everything around us.  

The use of metaphors and loaded rhetoric in environmental science is an example of 

this, which in powerful ways shape empirical research and social perceptions. Orwell 

(1946) wrote about the use of loaded rhetoric in political discourse, which underlies 

what we connect with positivity or negativity. For instance, by referring to Arctic fox as 

charming, important, native, cute, endangered, or Red fox as a threat, invader, pollution. 

The rhetoric of modernity is often characterized as categorizing in normalized 

constructed binary oppositions (i.e. woman/man, scientific/non-scientific, real/unreal 

foxes, native/foreign, control/chaos), the validity of such categories are objects for 

critique.    

My approach to discourse analysis  

Besides analyzing the transcribed interviews and field diary, I also analyzed a number 

of available reports, newspaper articles, websites and folktales. The amount of entities 

used as a basis for my research could be seen as strength, but also a weakness to my 

analysis. I was not able to go in great depth in each text, yet the investigation I did 

brought me to interesting places and gave me a good overall impression of Arctic fox 

rhetoric and discourse in Norway.  

I looked at how and in what context foxes were mentioned, under the variation of 

Norwegian names for Arctic fox, “fjellrev”, “blårev”, “hvitrev”, “mjølrakk”, 

“polarrev”, "melrakke", "fjellrakke", and North Sami name “njalla”, and South Sami 

name 'svaale'. Red fox as “rødrev”, “raudrev” and “mikkel”, and the Norwegian word 

for fox, “rev”.  
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Detailed overview of entities used as a basis for the discourse analysis, in addition to 

transcribed interviews and field diary, are: 

- All annual reports by NVF (19172-2015). The time of analysis was before the report of 
2016 was published. 

- Newspaper articles in Aftenposten, a central national newspaper. But I also paid 
attention to local newspapers Opp and Namsdalsavisa.  

- Scientific publications and annual reports from AFC in Norway  

- Sami names of places through the weather website www.yr.no, Google maps and 
kartor.eniro.se.  

- The Sami Parliament (Sámediggi) website https://sametinget.no/ 

- NINA website www.nina.no  

2.5 How I analyzed the empirical material 
The stages I followed for analysis after the gathering of data, was to prepare the data 

(transcription and sending to respondents for verification), data reduction by looking for 

patterns. In this stage I also translated a substantial part of the transcribing from 

Norwegian to English. Then I coded and organized the raw data by chunking together 

and gaining an overview of themes and subthemes. I did that both digitally (through 

excel sheets and word documents) and manually (colour coding and cutting with 

scissors). An example of themes was “Hunting”, “Economy/Funding”, “Flow of ideas”, 

“Networks”, “Educational pathways”, “Gender related”, “Objectivity”. I also set up all 

thinkable actors involved in AFC into a network/spider diagram, this I also did with 

themes. During the processing of the data, I went in a continuous cycle of crosschecking 

between the various data (triangulating, which you can read about below).  

2.6 Triangulation and validity 

Triangulation 

                                                
2 Missing six NVF reports from 1918, 1924, 1929, 1971, 1995 and 1996.  
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Social scientists have various methodological tools to ensure the quality of their data-

collection and analysis. I specifically chose within-methods triangulation for this 

purpose, which in short is described as using different strategies to study a phenomenon 

while staying within the same paradigm. A paradigm in this context can briefly be 

described as consisting of ideas and procedures a group adopt, where language and 

terminologies often are understood among the group 

Triangulating strengthens the data collected and the analysis process. For instance, 

having visited the field enabled me to go more in-depth during the interview-setting, 

and having interviewed enabled me to understand the fieldwork better, and I also had 

the possibility to ask for contextualization’s and backgrounds of certain documents and 

policy making processes in the interviews. Text analysis too, was a great way to cross-

check and look at "how it all hung together". This has been crucial, because parts of the 

premise of this research is that no documents are written or published in an objective 

ahistorical vacuum, no system appears at random, and all people are behaving in a 

context. I also asked interviewee to contextualize or elaborate on knowledge I had 

found online. 

Validity 

Every methodology has its strengths and limitations, and there are of course challenges 

of validity and reliability. “Validity refers to whether our questions actually measure the 

underlying phenomena we are trying to capture” (Moses and Knutsen 2012:132). 

External validity refers to whether it is possible to generalize the findings. The external 

validity is concerned with sampling size and the way sample has been selected.  

Berry (2002) wrote an article about his experiences and thoughts on validity and 

reliability challenges faced in elite interviews. Firstly, he stated that it is important to 

ensure the questions are constructed well and also that the interviewee is as little as 

possible misleading when answering. He pointed out the skills one needs (for example 

being an excellent conversationalist) in order to conduct a good elite interview. In my 

research, I tried staying very alert to the insights from Berry, and I had prepared well on 

how to follow up questions, go in depth in topics on the fly, and to be updated before 

the conversation. Open-ended questioning, which elite interviews tends to be, could be 

risky, but also very valuable according to Berry, however it “requires interviewers to 
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know when to probe and how to formulate follow-up questions.” (2002:679) One 

interview became an extraordinarily long interview (210 minutes) because the 

interviewee was very talkative and wished to share a great deal of details at every 

question. It was a challenging interview in the sense that I had to constantly make sure 

that the interviewee stayed on topic, and/or did not steer the interview to what s/he 

thought was interesting to talk about.  

A replication of this study is difficult because the interviews depend on the skills of the 

interviewer and the mood set for the interview. Furthermore, it also depends on the 

interviewee trusting the interviewee, and being willing to share personal information. I 

felt very well received in the community of Arctic fox researchers and managers – I was 

invited to attend meetings and go into the field, and many of the participants in this 

study expressed that they were curious and eager to read my study when it was finished.  

Berry (2002) also warned against persuasiveness of the subjects in his article referred to 

previously. He suggested amongst others triangulation (using multiple sources, but also 

to ask the subject to criticize their own case) in order to optimize the validity.  

It is important also to keep in mind the different philosophical approaches to research, 

constructivist and naturalist, which is described in more depth elsewhere in this thesis. 

For instance, generalizability is not an overall aim of this study.  

2.7 Epistemologies 
Concepts and theories are useful to link a research to a longer tradition of thinkers, it 

gives a study depth and rigor and through it you demonstrate that your study is not 

taking place in a vacuum. Any academic disciplines as we know them today has been 

shaped by individual researchers throughout time; there have been many risk-takers 

who dared thinking new and challenge common beliefs of their time. Thanks to the 

effort of scientists testing and rejecting hypothesis for instance, the overall 

understanding and knowledge of this world has become detailed and complex. We now 

have much established knowledge about i.e. the Arctic fox diets, DNA-heritage, 

breeding patterns, survival rates, territories and dens of Arctic fox preference. To 

uncover how the natural world “truly is”, and thereby establishing solid and 

undisputable facts, could be seen as the ultimate aim for natural scientists. There is a 
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great deal of thinkers and “risk-taking giants” from the past that had the same drive. To 

uncover the secrets of the world is an honorable task, but does not come without a risk. 

Marilyn Strathern argued, which Donna Haraway later referred to: “it matters what 

ideas one uses to think other ideas (with). Reproduction concerns everyone” (Strathern 

1992:10).  

A conceptual framework sets the stage for a research, elaborating and justifying what is 

going to be considered and why. Choosing theoretical framework and whose “giants 

shoulders” to stand on, one is not only framing a study, one is also disregarding other 

possibilities. A researcher does have, I would argue, a responsibility to be critical to the 

established ideas and frameworks s/he carries with them in their work. After a 

considerable amount of time with certain theoretical frameworks dominating and being 

referred to constantly, they are normalized and become taken-for-granted ways of 

thinking about the world. The downside, or risk, of this is that not-mentioned, 

disregarded and “untraditional” theories become invisible, forgotten, perhaps even 

actively silenced. There is certain arrogance involved in this. I am not arguing that it is 

not possible to include all theories – however, I am arguing for a recognizing of 

researchers and the frames, concepts and theories always being partial, rather than 

universal.  

Sowing doubt about scientific authority, and to encourage a pluriversality of theories, is 

nothing new. Paul Feyerabend (1924-94) advocated for theoretical and methodological 

pluralism and argued that no science is intrinsically superior to other kinds of 

knowledge. Emancipation is to stand free to choose between all forms of knowledge, to 

have methodological pluralism, Feyerabend argued (in Moses and Knutsen 2012).  

Most of the theories and concepts advanced in this study are not traditionally used to 

study Arctic fox in Norway. Perhaps is this because the theoretical concepts have 

traditionally not been relating to animals, but rather to humans. From my own 

understanding of the theories, most of them have at least been anthropocentrically 

focused in the past. Because of my interdisciplinary academic training in the social 

sciences, I am inspired to mix theories about nature and animals and theories of 

feminism and politics. Why not, for instance, push feminist thinking to also concern 

animals? Theorists I use in this study are not chosen randomly, these concepts are 
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chosen in the belief that they can add something meaningful to our understanding of 

AFC. 

Naturalist and constructivist philosophies 

This part of the methodological chapter will shed lights on two philosophical grounds, 

naturalist and constructivist philosophy. These are not polarized in academia, and these 

philosophical grounds certainly are not mutually exclusive. Many researchers 

undoubtedly find themselves juggling between philosophical approaches. The 

philosophical terrains one comes from, influences what approach to research one has, 

and thereby also the choice of suitable methods (qualitative and quantitative) one use.  

 A brief introduction to naturalism and constructivism is at its place. In naturalism it is 

believed that “…(i) a Real World exists out there; (ii) that this World exists 

independently of our interrogation of it; and (iii) that it is ordered” (Moses and Knutsen 

2012:146). The naturalists believe that there are patterns in nature, and that it is possible 

for a researcher to objectively identify and explore them. However, there are critiques to 

this philosophy and doubts whether it is possible to study the world without including 

the interrogator. This is where the constructivism, putting it very simply, differs from 

naturalism.  

Constructivists do not believe the patterns in nature come from nature itself, but from 

the observer who is thereby an integrated part of the real world. Thus, for “the 

constructivist, then, the world we observe is in a sense, a world of our own making” 

(Moses and Knutsen 2012:169). Misunderstandings in “the search for truth(s)” often 

occurs between those from a naturalists and constructivists approach – because they 

have two very different points of views on what is the Truth, and whether there is a 

Truth at all, or perhaps there are multiple truths.  

Academics from for instance the natural scientific discipline, which is rooted in 

naturalism, might critizise social scientists for not meeting their methodological 

requirements (such as objectivity and generalizability), yet the researcher might not 

strive for these requirements. Qualitative research is often rooted in constructivism, and 

might not be aiming at generalizing their results in the first place.  
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It makes sense for those trained in quantitative methods, grounded in a naturalist 

perspective, to use reliability and generalizability as criteria’s in their research because 

it is believed that one can handle data objectively and consistently, and that replication 

could take place. For an ethnographer however, this does not make sense, because their 

“research is inherently embedded in complex, longer-term social contexts” (Stewart 

1998:29). S/he might be striving for reaching details, structures and meanings (thick 

descriptions, a term coined by Geertz 1973) of patterns and their own role in these 

patterns. If an ethnographer would try to achieve generalizability, the whole value of 

their research would be gone. Another researcher might not obtain the same results 

because they are a different person. Even the same researcher might obtain different 

results in the same environment, like anthropologist Caplan did, when she returned to 

the same village in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s, and she herself had matured as a 

woman, and found herself seeing and noticing different aspects of the village, but also 

gaining access to different spaces (Bell et al. 1993). Caplan had to renegotiate her own 

identity/identities as she learned “more about a slice of the world system (Marcus 

1995:113)  

This is not to say that ethnographers do not have tools to make their research more 

reliable, such as avoiding biases and reflecting upon their own role as researchers 

(Marcus 1995). Moreover, they might be seeking applicable insights; however it is not 

their foremost aim to generalize but rather to learn from different contexts.  

It should not be, in my opinion, a striving for methodological holism or a fight of “who 

is right”, because “the idea that a single methodology [and philosophy, ed.] should 

suffice for the study of both social and natural phenomena” is not the aim (Moses and 

Knutsen 2012:164). Every methodology and philosophy has its strengths and 

limitations. Therefore, it can be concluded that constructivist and naturalist philosophies 

and their choice of methodologies all have important contributions to academia and 

should be respected and valued in their own form. 

A feminist objectivity 

Donna Haraway is well known for her critical text, “Situated Knowledges” (first 

published in 1988), where she criticizes the illusion of objectivity, and argues that all 

knowledge is partial. She calls it a feminist objectivity. It is merely an illusion that one 
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can write from, what she calls, a “nowhere”. Haraway criticizes Western science for 

being utopian from the start, building on to the myth of an infinite vision, a “conquering 

gaze from nowhere” (Haraway in Conboy et al. 1997:287). Conquering, because by 

claiming to be nowhere it is simultaneously pretending to be everywhere and universal. 

Objectivity is not innocent and neutral, Haraway argues. The tradition of a ‘master 

subject’ appears to also come from ‘somewhere’. That ‘somewhere’ is “the unmarked 

positions of Man and White” (Conboy et al. 1997:283), which from a feminist 

perspective brings up questions of who are allowed to see, who are silenced, where are 

you allowed to see from, how are you allowed to see, and so on. The history of Western 

science has structurally privileged White, Western Man as the most (if not only) 

capable, and having a white male body has been, and perhaps still is, an advantage and 

status in certain fields.  

Through situated knowledges is her definition of a feminist objectivity, Haraway is 

clear in her arguments against splitting subject and object. She negates the possibility of 

being objective by stating that “The moral is simple: only partial perspective promises 

objective vision” (Conboy et al. 1997:285).  

When understanding knowledge as situated and partial one is personally engaging and 

attaching oneself to the research, your own subjective body is a part of the object, the 

knowledge. It can be seen as a shift towards accountability for the knowledge one is 

producing. One is certainly promoting a more humble way of doing research, however 

by humbling down means also losing authority and power. If all scientists were to 

acknowledge what situated knowledges could mean for research, it could rupture the 

very foundation Western science is built upon. Starting to write with a notion of 

partiality could change the way science is built.  

Donna Horn, in her writing “The shoulder of giants” argues that we are placing our trust 

and understanding of the world in the hands of scientists, and blindly believing that they 

are on a noble mission for the greater achievement of humanity. This, because we are 

made to believe science is pure and objective. “Perhaps I am naive, but then so are 

many others. If scientists let us down, we will not know it” (Horn 2001:44). There is a 

danger of not having the slightest clue of who the scientists are, especially if people are 

assuming they are working completely neutral, objective and rational. What if we were 

to realize that scientists are human beings also working in social complex structures 
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influenced by societal norms, that they too can be jealous, have desires, arguments and 

enemies, inferiority complex, feeling suppressed, having multiple of motives? 

Scientists, too, make friends and foes; have people they prefer to cooperate with, look 

up to and are shaped by. Horn asks	“…among the constellations of scientific giants, do 

we ever see the light of their instructors, their colleagues, or those who were their 

inspirations?” (ibid.:44)  

Through the story of astronomer and astrophysicist Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin (1900-

1979), Horn illustrates that the “greatest loss to scientific research comes not from 

anything inherent in science, but rather from something inherent in society” (Horn 

2001:44). As the first person to earn a PhD at the Harvard’s astronomy department, 

Payne-Gaposchkin made at the age of 25 groundbreaking discoveries about the stellar 

atmospheres. During her doctorate research she “managed to quantify and classify the 

stellar spectra in the plate collection at the observatory, arriving at the startling 

conclusion that stars are “amazingly uniform” in their composition and that hydrogen is 

million times more abundant than any other element in the universe” (ibid.:42). 

According to Horn, “It was one of the most astonishing discoveries in the history of 

astronomic research. The problem was that no one believed her.” (ibid.:42) As woman, 

as young and as outstanding, Payne-Gaposchkin had a hard time convincing leading 

contemporary astronomers about her discoveries at the time. The director of Harvard’s 

Observatory persuaded her to weaken her conclusions. By listening to powerful 

authorities and colleagues, she undermined her own brilliance. “But what of the 

discoveries that might have been made if she had continued working on stellar spectra 

for another twenty years? Can we even begin to estimate the magnitude of the loss?” 

(ibid.:44)  

Another example is the experiences of Evelynn Hammonds, a black female scientist 

who achieved a bachelors and master’s degree in physics in the late 1970s America. In 

an interview, she stated that she expected opposition due to being black, but not because 

she was a woman. Yet, she accounted how professors and colleagues marginalized and 

made it difficult to be a serious scientist as a woman all together. Hammonds expressed 

that having a feminist perspective distracted her, because it made it hard for her to 

tolerate and watch how women were treated in an academic setting. She stated that she 

was bothered by the culture of physics, and gave examples of how she saw bright 
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female colleagues dropping out from their studies, and how she was diminished, 

patronized, and continuously reminded of her body and who she was, not connected to 

the content of her work (Horn 2001).  

The previous quote by Horn, that the “greatest loss to scientific research comes not from 

anything inherent in science, but rather from something inherent in society”, has been a 

drive for me when choosing to do a FPE study of AFC, looking at its social and political 

context.  

2.8 My role as a researcher 
Parts of my identity, such as my race, gender, physical abilities, sexual orientation, 

social class, nationality, religion, age, and ethnicity, but also achieved education or 

skills I have, shape both the way I experience situations, and the way others experience 

and interact with me.  

I had identities in common with some of the interviewees and people observed in field, 

such as being white, Norwegian, woman, heterosexual, experienced hiker, interest in 

ecology/animals, being among the first in the family to get a university degree, having 

studied abroad, and coming from a working middle-class family. This shaped my 

empirical data, and the way people related to me. I speak both fluent English and 

Norwegian, and can communicate well with Swedes as well, which enabled me to 

communicate well with everyone in the field and interviews, as opposed to having with 

a translator for instance. 

Parts of the fieldwork included longer hikes, i.e. a dayhike of 20 km in thick fog along 

glaciers, to check dens. We also brought equipment and tented in such conditions. As I 

am experienced with hiking in Norway, and not pulled off by harsh weather, I felt I was 

a positive resource during fieldwork, and could concentrate on other aspects of the trip 

than the practicalities.  

The interview rounds were to me inspiring and mind-opening, seeing that the senior 

experts and managers are also to a certain degree role models to me. I noticed I 

recognized a great deal of my own upbringing when listening to many of the 

interviewees stories, as I grew up in the suburb of Oslo, in a working-middle-class 
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family, mother being a certified nurse and father a furniture carpenter, who spent a great 

deal of time hiking, tenting, and being in the outdoors (friluftsliv). Furthermore, I also 

recognized what some intervieweed said about having a need for combining academic 

interests and practical work, which was parts of my motivation to study AFC; that I 

wished to spend time in the outdoors.  

As opposed to all the interviewees, I did not grow up in a family where hunting was a 

tradition, rather the opposite; my parents were explicitly against anything that had to do 

with weapons. Since I never had an insight into hunting or hunters in Norway, I found it 

very interesting to hear how the hunters reflected on especially the sustainability aspect 

of it, but also the recreational aspects of being outdoors and enjoying the relaxation of 

being outdoor. The ideals of sustainability, having chickens, picking berries, and 

enjoying spending time in forests have been big parts of my upbringing.  

To sum up, the way I interpret the data I have collected are all a part of my own 

positioning and context. As a qualitative study, I aim to be open about my own 

positioning and subjectivity, in order to show that my knowledge is partial.  
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3  DE-FACING POWER IN THE ARCTIC 
FOX CONSERVATION BIOHEGEMONY  
 

 Arctic fox carried in cage.   
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In this chapter I will investigate how the Arctic fox can hold a position as an 

endangered species with great public sympathy and being subjected to great human 

manipulation and yet there seems to be a little critical voices and public participation on 

its conservation. I call it the Arctic fox paradox. Captive-breeding, micro chipping, 

monitoring with cameras, feeding dispensers, culling Red foxes; these are all measures 

one could imagine would trigger more controversy and debate in a society that holds the 

Arctic fox as one of its more precious darlings. Ethical questions in regards to 

technology´s role in animal´s lives and conservation could also be asked. I would like to 

suggest that one possible explanation to this paradox is related to how AFC is organized 

and to how knowledge is produced and spread. The lack of critical voices might explain 

why the techniques used to conserve the Arctic fox go unquestioned. Lastly, I will 

explain the public support and position AFC holds in Norway through the neo-

Gramscian concept biohegemony, and the three pillars of power; material power, 

organizational power, and discursive power (Newell 2009). I study the way resources, 

such as funding, knowledge and prestige, flow across the science-policy network 

contributing to the AFC biohegemony.  

De-facing power: Networks of social boundaries 

Hayward (1998) asserted that power is best conceived “not as instruments powerful 

agents use to prevent the powerless from acting freely, but rather as social boundaries 

that, together, define fields of action for all actors.” (Hayward 1998:12) One should 

analyze power relations “beyond the distribution of political resources and their 

intended use in interaction” (ibid:18). Hayward conceptualizes power as “as a network 

of social boundaries that constrain and enable action for all actors” and calls it 

“defacing power” (ibid.:2).  

The AFC constitutes a coalition of forces where work tasks are clearly distributed, but 

also resources such as funding, knowledge and prestige flow. The AFC network is made 

of experts from NINA and the state agency NEA (including the executive unit SNO). 

This network plays a significant role in establishing, shaping and reinforcing AFC, and 

how it is understood and accepted in society as a whole. The field of action for NEA, 

SNO and NINA are constrained and enabled by social and political boundaries, such as 
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international commitments and the global conservation discourse, laws, norms and the 

distribution of responsibility within the network, and so on. 

3.1 Arctic fox conservation in a science-policy 
network 
The national structure in place for the AFC started taking shape with the PoA in 2003, 

which released money allocated the Arctic fox in the state budget. The AFC network 

has been stable ever since, with clear expectations and responsibilities for each party.  

In this subsection I first elucidate some important aspects of the main institutions 

involved in the AFC: NEA, SNO and NINA, then I conceptualize them as a science-

policy “network”. In the following subsection, I go beyond the network and study some 

aspects of the context in which they are shaped. By “network” I mean an alignment of 

actors involved in a specific issue, in this case AFC. These actors are part of a social 

system where they share interests, values, worldviews, practices, and often develop 

expectations of one another, and ways of interacting and communicating (Bressers and 

O´Toole 1998).  

3.1.1 Main institutions: Responsibilities and 
source of funding 

The Norwegian Environment Agency (NEA) 

NEA is subordinated the Ministry of Climate and Environment (KLD), and is allocated 

the overall governmental responsibility for the AFC in Norway. The executive authority 

SNO is a part of NEA, and will be described below. NEA’s clear role in the AFC, with 

the support of SNO, is to manage, monitor, implement and follow-up regulations, obtain 

and disseminate knowledge. NEA is the source of funding for the majority of AFC in 

Norway. For instance, they contract experts for operating the monitoring- and captive-

breeding program, for writing the yearly report of each program, and for further 

knowledge production. According to an interviewee, NEA has little academic input to 

the experts, but were mostly pleased with what they did, which s/he believed was due to 
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the cooperation having taken place over so many years. Most feedback was smaller 

adjustments connected to amount of samples to be analyzed, for instance.  

KLD sets the overall national goals for climate and environmental policies and allocates 

money to NEA. The ministry puts forward a list of priorities for each year, with 

guidelines and deadlines. A national goal, in connection to international commitments, 

is for instance that no species or nature types should go extinct and the developments 

for threaten and near-threatened species should be improved (Tildelingsbrev 2016 for 

Miljødirektoratet). To meet this goal, NEA follows up the PoA for Arctic fox by 

continuing the monitoring program and captive-breeding program as a way to ensure 

the condition for the Arctic fox not to worsen. Thus, NEA attends at international, 

national, regional and county level. A big responsibility for NEA is to stay updated to 

ensure they are able to provide the best possible advice and knowledge if being 

contacted by for instance the ministry, politicians, media, but also private persons. 

The contract between NEA and NINA in regards to monitoring is usually triennial. 

NINA applies with a proposal to NEA for what they plan to conduct of research, and 

NEA could decide to allocate money or not. Thereafter the researchers can continue 

applying for additional grants elsewhere, for instance at NRC. They can also wait for 

another application round, or be see whether it is possible to answer their questions 

partially, even though they ideally would need more fieldwork to gather more data.  

NINA has the copyright of the reports, however NEA, as the contractor, has the first 

right to make the reports into news items and press releases. The experts have to wait 

for these first press releases before they are able to do their own approach, and see 

whether they will write about same thematic too. There is one individual at NEA who is 

the Arctic fox contact person, and the NEA’s office for nature management is located in 

Trondheim. 

The Norwegian Nature Inspectorate (SNO)  

SNO constitutes 60 local offices; many connected to county governor’s offices. The role 

of SNO wardens is to be the executives of Norwegian nature policies. When it comes to 

the AFC specifically, their role is to ensure that environmental laws and regulations are 

respected on the ground. In practice this means that wardens patrols, and report 
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instances where people have acted irresponsibly in the habitat. Examples could be if 

someone has disturbed dens/foxes i.e. by leaving their dogs unleashed, to photograph, 

or by driving snow scooter illegally. A report could end up in penalties and/or prison.  

In addition to this, the wardens are crucial to implementing AFC measures and 

collecting data for researchers. They maintain the feeding stations and cameras, check 

den activity summer/winter, and release captive-bred Arctic fox as part of their job. 

They report observations on ground through a database called Rovbase to NINA experts 

who compile the data into a national standard. The data obtained through den controls is 

a central part of the knowledge produced by the monitoring program. Since 2008-2009, 

DNA samples were also included in the national parameters, so the wardens also gather 

feces samples in field and send them to laboratories in, amongst others, Trondheim.  

The Arctic fox prioritization in 2015 strengthened the wardens’ positions because they 

got stricter guidelines on how to deal with conflicting situations. Since 2015, not only 

were the foxes protected, but also their dens. All human activity nearby their dens is 

considered illegal now, because it is potentially disturbing to the critically endangered 

species, especially during breeding season when they are particularly shy and can move 

their pups between dens if they are disturbed. Knowing that all dens, also the empty and 

unused ones, now are legally protected made the implementation of the law clearer for 

wardens, whereas it leaves little room for interpretation as was the case in when their 

species specific habitats were not protected.  

The experts 

The main institution working with AFC and knowledge production is Norwegian 

Institute for Nature Research (NINA), but also The Arctic University of Norway (UiT) 

carried out a major research project between 2004-2016 related to the AFC. It is the 

biodiversity division of NINA, within the terrestrial department, based in Trondheim, 

which is involved with AFC, and the UiT is based in Tromsø.  

NINA was established in 1988 because NEA separated knowledge production from its 

agency. NINA is a private non-for-profit research foundation contracted to operate the 

two major AFC programs; the monitoring and the captive-breeding programs. This is 
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not their only area of expertise; with 240 employees NINA is a big research institution 

focused on nature, or the interaction between nature-society.  

The CBP consists of the CBS in Oppdal, where pups are born each year. The pups get 

“marked”, and entered into a system with a unique number, then when they are 

considered big enough, they get released into decided mountain areas. Dovrefjell, Finse 

and Hardangervidda are mountain areas where the Arctic fox have been reintroduced, or 

the population has been strengthened thanks to the program.  

The monitoring program is a great structure built up to keep a track of the species 

population in Norway. There is one leader, one engineer, one DNA-expert, plus people 

working at laboratories (laboratory where DNA is among many tasks). Rovbase is a 

management tool and data storage in owned and coordinated between NEA and the 

Swedish Enviroment Protection Agency. SNO reports to the monitoring program 

through Rovbase.  

When it comes to the AFC, NINA compiles and delivers annual reports for the two 

programs, in which NEA owns and often uses as a base for press releases. All reports 

are open-accessed online. Funding from NEA and the Norwegian Research Council 

(NRC) constitute two-thirds of NINA’s project portfolio (NINA Årsmelding 2015). 

Other sources of funding are the European Union. NINA experts are currently 

conducting two major international projects where Arctic fox play a central part; The 

ECOFUNC funded by NRC, and Felles Fjellrev II funded by EU-Interreg (but also 

funded by NEA and i.e. WWF Sweden).  

Since the establishment of the monitoring program, NINA experts have in close 

collaboration with SNO, been able to systematically follow den activity and the 

development within the populations closely. Prior to 2003, a systematic monitoring 

lacked, impeding the possibility of a national overview. 

One interviewee from NINA expressed s/he had little room to actually conduct research, 

and spent more time on the mere operating and assessing the program in which s/he was 

working to fill up his/her full time equivalent. This interviewee stated s/he was happy 

about the new NRC project because “we can really sit down and do good research.”  
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In addition to employed researchers at NINA, there are various master students writing 

their theses about Arctic fox, mostly as part of the research projects initiated by the 

experts. The students are mainly from NTNU in Trondheim, but also NMBU in Ås, UiT 

in Tromsø, HiST and HiNT in Trøndelag, and some institutions abroad. Most of them 

are pursuing a degree in natural sciences, for instance in biology. Many of the research 

assistants I met during the fieldwork at the captive-breeding station were students also 

gathering data for their own research project. The research assistants who gathered data 

for their own theses while assisting the conservation program were not paid for the 

work they carry out.   

The summer team, mostly consisting of students, is a cheaper workforce in the captive-

breeding program. The team mark all pups born at the captive-breeding station, which is 

a procedure giving each Arctic fox a unique identity which follows them through life. 

The marking includes taking samples (spit, fur, nail, blood), microchipping twice (one 

chip for the new Norwegian system, one for the old system, which Sweden still uses), 

weighing and ear tagging. The summer team also carries out some den controls and 

mark offspring of released Arctic fox at certain dens. The latter is in order to follow the 

survival rate of the captive-born through generations.  

The media 

The media, and local and national newspapers, are important channels to communicate 

to the public the newest updates on the AFC, and of climate change in general. The era 

we now currently are in is characterized by a great focus on the Arctic fox in the media, 

but also in education for children, brochures made by the authorities in collaboration 

with the experts as well.  

Communication and meeting arenas 

The national structure of AFC is well coordinated and their roles and expectations are 

clear. The monitoring program and CBP publish an annual report each, so did the 

Fjellrev i Finnmark research project run by UiT.  

The “Arctic fox headquarter” is in Trondheim, where the departments working with 

Arctic fox within NEA (also SNO) and NINA are all centralized. Thus, it is in 
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Trondheim most of the responsibility, policy-making, meetings and knowledge 

production of the Arctic fox takes place. This enables a closer and easier collaboration 

and meetings with the parties, and enables the NEA manager to easier “drop by” in 

seminars, or to maintain a closer relationship with the experts.  

Every year there is a national Arctic fox meeting in Trondheim where the key people 

involved in AFC work are invited; NEA, the wardens and the experts mainly. I attended 

the annual meeting in 2015. The annual meeting is an arena to update, communicate and 

coordinate the AFC, formally and informally. After the main meeting I observed in 

2015, there was also a more informal budget meeting between two Norwegian experts, 

one NEA manager and a Swedish project-leader who was working on a big application 

for EU-Interreg funding.  

As part of the monitoring, SNO reports through the NEA-owned database “Rovbase”. 

The last half-decade wardens also send feces samples from dens for experts DNA-

analysis in laboratories, to conduct an individual-based monitoring. SNO wardens, but 

also experts, do “den controls”, meaning to follow a “den protocol” and, amongst 

others, count and document how many Arctic fox are at a certain den locality. The 

national monitoring program has the overall responsibility to compile the data collected 

from all relevant regions, and make it into a national standard. That way, experts are 

able to publish the annual report stating how many litters, or how many Arctic fox are 

estimated born in Norway each spring, which is a way of monitoring the population. 

The wardens at the mountain inspectorate are not a part of SNO, but they also follow 

the same protocol for den controls, and are present at the annual national Arctic fox 

meeting. An aim, according to an expert interviewed, is to work towards harmonizing 

the monitoring methodologies between Norway and Sweden, yet Sweden does not have 

the advantage from a well-coordinated SNO/mountain inspectorate as in Norway.  

There is one Arctic fox contact person within the NEA, and the monitoring program has 

a leader (a NINA expert), and the captive-breeding station has a leader (a NINA expert). 

Both leaders of these programs have worked within the AFC since the beginning, and 

the NEA manager has worked with the AFC since 2005-2006.   
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3.2 AFC biohegemony: Material, institutional and 
discursive power 
Hegemony means leadership, dominance or control exercised over someone or 

something else, and according to Gramsci, it also includes development and expansion 

of intellectual and moral unity (Newell 2009). Building on Gramsci´s notion of 

hegemony, Newell described bio-hegemony as an “alignment of material, institutional 

and discursive power in a way which sustains a coalition of forces which benefit from 

the prevailing model” (ibid.:38). The alignment promotes a “certain system of power 

relations” “in order to build, sustain or block alliances and promote certain ´ways of 

knowing´ policy issues” (Mukhtarov and Cherp 2014:8). In this thesis I am proposing to 

understand the AFC as a bio-hegemonic initiative.  

According to Newell, material power derives from, and is expressed through, the 

control over the knowledge and technologies that enable the realization of the 

knowledge (Newell 2009). Institutional power, on the other hand, is manifested in 

“access to bureaucratic structures and decision-making procedures within the state 

institutions that have responsibility for governing” (ibid.:47). Lastly, discursive power 

“derives from and expresses itself in the ability to construct and reinforce dominant 

framings of issues” (ibid.:52). Looking at the role of the media in normalizing “the 

perspectives and ideologies of the ruling elites and thereby supporting the material base 

upon which their power ultimately rests” (ibid. 2009:52). In what follows I will argue 

that the reason for the Arctic fox popularity, and AFC public support, is due to a close 

alignment of the three pillars of power, which upholds the current AFC biohegemony, 

yet at the same time the actors are also enabled and constrained by social boundaries. A 

different type of AFC is almost impossible to envision, and even though the current 

model is successful, it is not without risks, as shall be discussed in a following chapter. 

In connection to the three pillars of it is important to note that they are interchangeable 

and interconnected. 

Material power 

Material power refers to for instance money allocated in the national state budget, 

money from NRC, or money from EU allocated to AFC. Also technology, such as 
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camera traps, DNA laboratories, microchips, feeding dispensers and the captive-

breeding station are also materials enabling both the control over and realization of 

knowledge production within the AFC project. Having access to, but also training with, 

these technologies puts NINA in a unique position in the AFC. These technologies, and 

the competence to work with them, take time and money to build up, and if others are to 

cooperate in the captive-breeding program or the monitoring program, for instance, they 

will have to go through NINA, but also NEA which possess much of the material power 

as well. Since NINA has been involved in the initiation and shaping of both programs 

since the start in 2003, actors at NINA working with the AFC have turned into 

prestigious experts. Furthermore, the GPS-coordinates of the dens are kept disclosed to 

the public, and only experts and SNO have access, in order to reduce the chance of 

human disturbance.  

Institutional power 

Organizational wise, the Norwegian AFC is coordinated among Norwegian institutions 

through formal and informal networks which facilitate, shape and develop the Arctic 

fox discourse. Also the Norwegian laws are part of this type of power, whereas the law 

enable or constrain certain actors. Since the Arctic fox is legally protected, it is but a 

handful of people who get legal permit from NEA to approach the Arctic fox for 

research or monitoring purposes. Also the captive-breeding station operates in a “gray 

zone” within the Norwegian law, whereas it is illegal to release farmed foxes into 

nature, while the Arctic fox born in captivity is an exception. Thus, “not just anyone” 

can approach Arctic fox legally in Norway. A manager at NEA mentioned in a 

presentation I attended that requests from nature photographers or schoolteachers are 

declined. The AFC biohegemony is organized around decision-makers and wardens at 

NEA and experts collaborating on the annual reports, academic publications, the annual 

national Arctic fox meeting, strategy and technical meetings, yet all take place in the 

international and global context and discourse which legitimizes, justifies and manifests 

the biohegemony, which again adds to the public perception, trust and support of the 

AFC.  

Discursive power 
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AFC, or biodiversity conservation discourse, represents a Norway concerned and 

engaged in the future of the Arctic fox survival, and biodiversity as a whole. To go 

against such a discourse is almost impossible to imagine, due to its strong appeal and 

national commitments manifested in for instance international agreements like the 

Convention on Biological Diversity. Conservation has positive connotations; an 

eagerness to taking care of nature at state level, sustainability, progressiveness (Tarlock 

in Mukhtarov and Cherp 2008). “Just as dams in the 20th century symbolized the 

modernity era and the imagined victory of humanity over nature” (ibid.:11), a thriving 

Arctic Fox symbolizes a progressive Norway, which has a thriving, healthy and 

sustainable ecosystem with all the species alive. The latter is a strong symbol for the 

imagined “good” nature state Norway, which has fjords, mountains, and endless green 

forests, not to mention snow, glaciers and ski-loving people. A Norway with no snow, 

with starving or dying Arctic fox, or a tundra ecosystem with Red fox represents a scary 

and negative development in the current Arctic fox discourse.  

The Arctic fox discourse, linking AFC to sustainability values, has a strong normative 

power, and turns AFC into a necessity project of “good” and “positive”, no matter under 

what circumstances. For discursive power, an important part is to tell success stories 

(Mukhtarov and Cherp 2014), which takes place within the AFC. This normalizes, and 

justifies the measures taking place and the necessity for a continuation of it. NEA often 

presents press releases, which has included a “pet on the shoulders” for the captive-

breeding and monitoring program especially, and creates a positive atmosphere and 

public support. A short animation “Storm og Tinde” (2013) mixed traditional 

Norwegian national romantic and modern cinematic effects depicts, justifies, and in that 

way normalizes the current AFC; human involvement through captive-breeding, 

monitoring and feeding, but also the culling Red foxes. The measures are deemed 

necessary and a way to deal with the endangered species sustainably, for a future goal 

that it can manage by itself. The media as well, simplifies and adjusts the rhetoric for 

communication due to sensational purposes, making words such as “Arctic fox and Red 

fox conflict” into “war”, or “competitive species” turns into “enemy”. 

Discussion on the current AFC biohegemony 
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The three pillars of power; material, organizational and discursive, are strategies to 

maintaining the current AFC biohegemony. Funding, a connection to international and 

global discourse, the network of well known and trusted prestigious institutions, and 

that the public hears that the AFC is necessary and positive all contribute to little 

friction and critique of the project. As explained in chapter 2 as well, the rise of the 

AFC is also bound to historical conditions, such as the Swedish and Finnish Arctic fox 

involvement, but also that Norway has been able to use the well-established and 

organized executive unit SNO, together with the mountain wardens. Due to the sense of 

urgency at the end of the 1990s, seeing that experts estimated a mere number of 50 

Arctic foxes, the sense of urgency forced NEA to do something, which ended up as a 

PoA in 2003, and the establishment, or professionalization, of the monitoring and 

captive-breeding programs. Especially Swedish experts have been an important driving 

force and influence for Norway beginning the AFC.  

That the Arctic fox was put on the political agenda from 2003 onwards, earmarked in 

the state budgets, and an “issue” to work on, involving management, policy-makers and 

the executive unit of the state agency, economic muscles have also, in addition to 

knowledge production, played an important part of the rise, the establishment, 

maintenance and continuation of AFC. The global discourse of sustainability, 

biodiversity conservation has been an opportunity for the AFC to be as popular and 

supported as it is, because it functions well and takes care of a cute and charismatic 

flagship species.  

The alignment of the material, organizational and discursive power, together with 

favorable historical circumstances could be seen as an explanation for why the AFC 

currently has public support, little critical voices and debate, and prominence for the 

past two decades. A global hegemony of biodiversity conservation is connected to the 

national AFC through both material incentives, organizational purposes and discourses.   

Recalling the introductory argument, that there is little to no public involvement and 

debates around the AFC, regardless of controversial methods, high human involvement 

and that people are engaged with the Arctic fox. The current AFC makes it difficult for 

an outsider of the science-policy network to contest the biohegemony, because one 

would not have the material, organizational or discursive power. It takes time to build 
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up credibility and knowledge within the field of AFC, and to communicate the project 

to society. The experts and policy-makers have worked together in a network 

throughout many years, are centralized in Trondheim, and the AFC is placed in 

favorable conditions in regards to the global biodiversity conservation discourse. The 

experts have managed to build up prestige and credibility through international 

cooperation’s and bigger research projects as well, and the collaboration NEA and SNO 

enable them unique access to a database of collected data. As shall be discussed in 

chapter 6, there are certain risks to the way the current AFC is structures, especially in 

regards to the knowledge production, which could also explain the Arctic fox paradox.  

Chapter summary 

By “de-facing power”, studying power as networks with social boundaries, I have 

studied the alignment of forces in AFC as a science-policy network. The distribution of 

responsibilities between state agency NEA/SNO and experts at especially NINA are 

been clearly defined. The AFC is manifested in, and in accordance with, national and 

international commitments to the biological diversity conservation, and the IUCN red 

listed categories and recent communication of flagship species.  Through the concept 

biohegemony, and the three pillars of power (Gramsci and Newell), I have analyzed 

some way resources, such as funding, knowledge and prestige, flows within the 

alignment constituting the current AFC biohegemony. In the following chapter I will 

study some social boundaries within the AFC network as a possible explanation to why 

the project has been able to maintain consensus over the years.  
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4  ARCTIC FOX EXPERTS AND 
DECISION-MAKERS IN A CONTEXT  

 
A researcher holding up an Arctic fox  pup at the captive-
breeding station during the marking procedure.  
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Continuing to study the AFC network, in this chapter I argue that a reason for the 

success of AFC in Norway is due to the shared values and interests in the network, for 

instance from having similar backgrounds. An unintended consequence of that is that a 

gender hierarchy is maintained within the AFC. 

Embodied and situated knowledge 

Hallett Carr argued, “the social analyst always acts from within a context, and under the 

influence of a distinct society” (in Moses & Knutsen 2012:211). This could also be 

referred to as embodied subjectivity (i.e. Merleau-Ponty) or situated knowledges 

(Haraway). Even though Hallett Carr referred to historians, his statements are also true 

for those working within the AFC. Interviews and field observations with key persons 

in the field were crucial to get an impression of the social boundaries and social system 

that the actors are part of (i.e. shared interests, values, worldviews, practices). 

Backgrounds 

I was interested in getting information about the actor´s backgrounds because these are 

relevant for how the actors behave and think, what they find important, less important, 

unimportant, and what is taken for granted or never shed light on. Information about 

their backgrounds would allow me to better understand their experiences, knowledge 

and education and try to elucidate if there were some patterns. One can study 

backgrounds in many ways, and I decided to focus on what places the informants grew 

up, parents and sibling’s education level and profession, and spare time activities.  

Values 

When it comes to studying values, which are cultural products, I was interested in 

getting a better understanding of the implicit and explicit desirable traits that will 

influence the selections of ways to act and ways to be. I believe that individuals within a 

research and management project might share some values, and sharing those values 

contributes to opt for some decisions over others in the project. By better understanding 

those values I aim to shed light on the success of the project.  

Doing gender 
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As my research advanced, I realized that gender was an important component of the 

AFC. I define gender as “the activity of managing situated conduct in light of normative 

conceptions of attitudes and activities appropriate for one´s sex category” (West and 

Zimmerman 1987:148). Gender is in this regard not something one “has”, but rather 

something one “does”, namely a “product of social doings” (ibid.:149) through 

interactions. For instance, the degree a person acts masculine or feminine is connected 

to what is believed appropriate for the sex category one is placed. Sex is a 

“determination made through the application of socially agreed upon biological criteria 

for classifying persons as females or males” (ibid.:148), and a sex category thus, is 

where a person is placed when applying sex criteria, which again are based upon 

socially created identifications (ibid.). An example is if a boy refuses to wear a necklace 

because he claims it is for girls, or if a woman does not get a job on the basis of the sex 

category she is allocated, which might culturally dictate what the employer believes she 

is capable of.  

 “A gender stereotype consists of beliefs about the psychological traits and 

characteristics of, as well as the activities appropriate to, men or women” (Brannon 

2004:160). They could be positive or negative, such as femininity could be 

stereotypically connected to seeing someone as patient, responsible, appreciative, but 

also emotional, subjective, dependent, weak, needing approval. While stereotypical 

masculinity is connected to be strong, confident, carefree, independent, objective but 

also more negative like feeling superior, aggressive, sarcastic (Ricciardelli and Williams 

1995).  

People do not always match the sex categories and gender stereotypes allocated to them, 

and they have different strategies to tackle that. If a field is male dominated and the 

masculine is idealized, many women might strategically embrace masculine ideals and 

reject several aspects of what is part of the sex category they are allocated in order to fit 

in, which means they are upholding the hierarchy instead of breaking it down.  

These strategies are not in and of themself problematic, though one problematic 

consequence could be that the credibility of the expert/manager is built on masculine 

perceptions, and credibility of a person is linked to masculinity. If one is not fitting 

these frames, one might be ignored, excluded, ridiculed or seen as incapable until the 
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opposite is proven. If one fit these frames it might work the other way around, that one 

is listened to, included, and seen as capable, unless the opposite is proven.  

4.1 Place growing up, and family life 
I remember specifically one episode, […] I was joining a friend home. Her 
parents were teachers. […] We discussed something at the breakfast table, 
and then they just went to search in an encyclopedia to find it out, right. 
That would have never happened in my family, never a discussion that was 
about academic stuff. So that became… I was left with.. I just… the tears 
just flowed [laughter], because it was experienced so strongly. It became 
so clear to me that you grow up in a family and we become so very 
different based on where you grow up and what you get equipped with. 
(Interview, senior expert) 

 

As the quotation above neatly captures, to some important degree one is the product of 

one´s family situation. Frønes (1997:18) observes that the social institutions that most 

directly structure childhood socially and ideologically are the family and the educational 

system. Traditions from the past and expectations of the future construct childhood, and 

structure the institutions and actions of the present.  

 

All interviewed in this study grew up in small and rural places, or suburbs and small 

towns in Norway or Sweden. Four of the interviewees came from, and grew up in, 

places with less than 3000 inhabitants, and no one grew up in places with more than 

approximately 30-40.000 inhabitants. All described a relatively free and careless 

childhood, in a stable, traditional working-class family with parents who were present in 

their lives, who were interested in the outdoors and spending holidays on cabins in 

Norway, in the mountains or by the sea.  

 

Their fathers had jobs like excavator operator, ironworker, engineer, captain, primary- 

or secondary teacher, running gas stations, working in construction or the boat industry. 

Mothers had jobs like shop keeper, kindergarten-, primary- or secondary school 

teachers, nurse, seamstress, electrical fitter, physiotherapist. Many of the interviewee’s 

mothers began their careers when the children were older. This can be interpreted as a 

background in which traditional gender roles were maintained in working class families, 

and correlates with the age of most of my interviewees. During the 1970 in Norway 
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mothers began working after their children reached a certain age, in general mothers of 

small children did not work outside the home. Women´s work at that time was more 

adapted to the household´s necessities than to the women´s own professions or 

aspirations. From the 1980s however, the situation for women changed and more started 

to work outside the home, this was also the result of higher access to education and 

better social services for children (Frønes 1997).  

For some of my interviewees their working class background was precisely a trigger to 

pursue an education. A quotation to illustrate:  

“[laughter] I can tell you about the first summer job I had, which made me 
decide that “I will get an education”. I worked at the hot-dog-bread factory 
when I went to secondary school, and then I thought to myself: “no, I just 
have to get a… I have to get an education; I have to do something with my 
life!” (Interview, senior expert) 

The first job experiences the interviewees had were strongly connected to the place in 

which they grew up, or what their parents worked with. Most explained that they began 

working early, from around the age of 12, and the first summer jobs mentioned were 

amongst others, in construction, factories, forestry, tourism, helping their parents or 

grandparents out at the farm or shop, skiing-instructor, pizza- or postal-delivery. Most 

informants stated that they had been interested in biology or nature science from a very 

young age, and that they had an inspiring biology teacher at primary- or secondary 

school. One explained that his/her eyes were opened to pursuing university when 

finding a study where s/he could combine being practical with being academic.  

Having grown up in rural areas, many told that a great portion of their childhood 

memories were connected to running and playing in the forest, going by boat on the sea, 

fishing, hiking, spending time at their family cabin, or at their grandparents’ farms, 

picking berries, watching birds, catching insects, seeing animals being born, joining 

their fathers or uncles hunting from a young age. Two managers described Trondheim, 

which is where the AFC is centralized, to be a good place to live and work because it 

was close to the coast, the mountains and forests.   

 “My father is a very outdoor-person, both hunting and-, now he is hunting 
more than he did throughout my childhood […] Moose hunt and a lot 
outdoor. Also, we have had […] access to a lot of cabins. So their [parents] 
activities were combined towards activities around cabins. […] More like 
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normal outdoor-activities, to be outdoor, skiing, fishing a little on the ice, and 
a little on the ocean. […] We have a cabin by the coast, and we also have a 
cabin in the mountains.” (Interview, nature warden)  

All informants came from families with siblings (between 6-1 siblings). Combined, the 

10 interviewed had 22 siblings, 13 brothers and 9 sisters. One of the interviewed had a 

sister who had pursued a PhD, yet most of the interviewee’s siblings were not pursuing 

higher education, and none were in the academia. Most interviewees described being 

the first, or among the first, in the family to pursue higher education. This correlates to a 

larger societal change in Norway where access to education for all became a reality 

through the Norwegian State Education Loan Fund (Lånekassa). Lånekassa had a big 

growth in the 1960s and mid-1980s (Lånekassen.no); all interviewees were born after 

these periods of growth, and they pursued higher education from mid 1980s or later.  

When it comes to parents, all interviewed mentioned at least one parent (often fathers) 

engaged with and active in nature. A running theme when talking about interests of the 

family, hunting, fishing and skiing was something most grew up with. Many were also 

now active skiers, and hunting regularly when the season allowed for it. Only one 

interviewee had never shot an animal in his/her life (yet s/he came from a family with 

traditions for reindeer hunting). One interviewee was more interested in handling the 

meat and getting it the freezer, because his/her spouse was an eager hunter. S/he pointed 

out that the family was completely sustainable in regards to fish and meat, and that they 

also were sustainable with vegetables during the months one could grow vegetables in 

Norway. Those who hunted pointed out the recreational aspects of it; that the aim was 

not always to catch an animal but more to get a “complete relaxation of the head”, as 

one interviewee put it:  

Hunting is complete recreation in which I deeply appreciate. Even though 
you don´t get that much, that´s not what´s important, it´s the complete 
relaxation of the head. (Interview, female senior expert) 

Another interviewee, who did small-game hunting, and fishing, connected the activity 

also to recreation and socialization with friends. This interviewee told me s/he had 

joined big game hunting, but did not like it, and connected it to his/her love for animals. 

One interviewee connected his/her job, and the physical demanding fieldwork, with 

having to stay in shape during the year, and staying active and fit was important.  
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All that I mentioned above is closely connected to the Norwegian ideology of friluftsliv, 

which is connected to the practice of simplicity, and where hiking/skiing/being “out in 

nature” is highly valued. Friluftsliv has elements of enjoyment, recreation and aesthetic 

experience, as well as the formation of Norway´s national identity (Humberstone and 

Pedersen 2001). Humberstone and Pedersen (2001) suggest that during the interwar 

years (1918-1940), “friluftsliv became a national symbol which embodied the ideology 

of a healthy, strong, outdoor youth”, and that “movement in the open air became a 

symbol and arena for reinforcing dominant masculinities and strengthening 

nationalism” (2001:26-27). During the 20th century, activities related to friluftsliv, like 

hunting, picking berries and fishing transformed into leisured activities (ibid.:26). 

According to Humberstone and Pedersen, it is due to the Norwegian historical and 

geographical circumstances, being “large areas, few people, few landowners, no 

aristocracy, late industrialization and urbanization, and large commons”, that such 

continuation was possible (2001:27). As the quotation of my informant below 

illustrates, there is a division between what women do (packing meat) and what men do, 

which illustrates that eventhough women participate in friluftsliv activities, hunting 

have remained and still are, mostly male dominated.  

I’ve hunted a little ptarmigan, and  […] reindeer. But what I’ve found out is that 
I´m more interested in taking care of the meat, handling it and getting it in the 
freezer. Rather than to shoot it, that means nothing to me. I don´t really care that 
much about that.  

[…] 

I have all the world´s possibility to hunting cards, because my husband has 33 
hunting cards or something like that, on reindeer. But.. No. I kinda don´t have an 
interest… Guns… I just don´t bother spending time training to shoot. And then I 
can´t go around shooting animals either, if I don´t bother practicing, I mean.  
(Interview, female senior expert) 

The Norwegian Association of Hunters and Anglers (NJFF) put female hunters on their 

agenda in 1989, and according to the Norwegian Register of Hunters, there are now 

13,6 % women registered for 2016/2017 (Jaktstatistikk 2017).  One of the reasons there 

are still relatively few female hunters, according to Bye (2003:150), “is that women’s 

entry to the hunt has been limited because girls have neither been encouraged nor 

trained to hunt”. Furthermore, “women’s access to hunting has also been limited 
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indirectly by the old allodial system, by which daughters were not entitled to land 

hunting rights” (ibid.:150). 

4.2 Valuing being courageous, strong and tough 
During field observations, I noticed how physical fitness and strength was highly 

valued, and physical weakness was hidden. In the light of gender, physical fitness, 

strength and not showing weakness and emotions, has traditionally been considered 

peforming masculinity, and the idea of what it means to be a man, versus what it means 

to be a woman.  

I observed how a junior female field assistant (“Kamilla”) acted differently when we 

were together without the presence of the male senior expert (“Knut”), and the male 

senior who maintained CBS throughout the year (“Vetle”). Already during the first day 

when we had a presentation round, Kamilla was praised by Knut for her strength: "You 

can give her the most luggage, she walks fast and is strong." Kamilla had worked at 

CBS also the previous year, and appeared to be a very positive and eager person who 

took much initiative for physical work, like joining another field assistant (“Barbara”) 

for a 60 kilometers trip in harsh and cold temperatures to gather samples at various den 

localities. Kamilla held up an image of strength towards Knut, yet was more open to me 

about weakness. I interpret her openness towards me being that I also was young and 

female and had no status within AFC or within natural scientific discipline, while Knut 

was male, senior with authority in the field; furthermore he was in the position of hiring 

her for the job.  

When we entered the cabin Kamilla uttered “Aaahh, it’s so nice to take my 
mountain boots off!” I asked whether she got any blisters during the hike. She 
looked at me, went closer and whispered: “Yes some, but I don’t want to tell 
Knut, ‘cause then he might not want to send me out on more walks.” 
(Excerption from field diary) 

Later that day, Kamilla and I shared dorm to sleep in, and when she changed clothes I 

noticed that not only did she have blisters on her feet, but also her hips were in pain, and 

the wounds were not insignificant.  

As we settled into the rented cabin we were going to sleep for the night, 
Kamilla and I were going to share room. She changed her shirt, and I noticed 
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that she had big blisters on both sides of her hips, which she had covered with 
some sort of tape. She took off the tape/plasters and the wounds did not look 
good, they were exuding and it looked pretty nasty and painful. “Oh, that 
looks very painful!” I said. “Yeah, the backpack has constantly been in 
friction with my hips during the trip, it’s a little bit painful”, she said, and 
again pointed out that I shouldn’t tell Knut about it. (Excerption from field 
diary) 

It was obvious that Kamilla wanted to uphold a certain image in the eyes of Knut. In 

addition to keeping her pain a secret, Kamilla also adjusted the distance she and Barbara 

had been from Musk Ox when explaining to Knut.  

We saw about 20 Musk Oxen!” Barbara and Kamilla described vividly two 
scary incidents with Musk Ox during their trip. One time they had gotten very 
close. Barbara said that they had been hiking; Kamilla was a little bit in the 
front. Suddenly Kamilla had frozen, turned around towards Barbara with a 
serious face and whispered, “We have to leave.” It appeared that they had been 
walking straight towards two sleeping Musk Ox but had not seen them until they 
got up on the hill. “We were about 8 meters away from them. It was really 
scary”, Barbara said with a serious face.  

[…] 

During lunch later in the day, the girls shared the Musk Ox-stories from their 
hike to the rest of the team of girls too. They shared the stories more of less the 
same way as when we met them by the car. They had been really close, and it 
had been scary. The girls also described an incident where they had seen Musk 
Oxen from a distance running towards them, and they had to run behind a rock 
to hide. Barbara said she had read in an SNO-magazine that you should just “ran 
as hell” when you saw Musk Ox. “I was prepared to just throw away all my stuff 
and run”, she said.  

Later in the night, when we were down in Oppdal at the barbeque, and also Knut 
[…] was present, I noticed that they modified the story a little bit. They said they 
“were maybe 15 meters away from the sleeping Musk Oxen”, and they didn’t 
express that they were scared, or did not show that it in fact had been that big of 
a deal at all. They focused more on the great weather they had during the trip, 
and that the walking back to the car road that morning had gone really fast 
downhill. 

(Excerption from field diary) 

I found it striking that the girls modified the distance from the Musk Oxen by 7 meters 

and that they did not reveal the fear they had felt to Knut. I interpreted their change as a 
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strategy to appear more responsible towards the senior expert. Due to my impression of 

these girls being responsible and used to the mountains, I found it extra striking that 

they felt like they had to modify their story when talking with Knut, or not sharing fear. 

This is a way in which power works to maintain gender hierarchies. Carey et al. (2016) 

in their study of gender, science, and glaciers present an example of how the power 

structures within glacier research worked against women. At the first all-female 

expedition, it was questioned whether they were going to get lonely and able to handle 

everything, and a researcher became the head of the earth science division before she 

was “allowed” to join to Antarctica as the first woman, in 1987. She had to approach the 

wives of the male researchers before expedition start, ensuring them she would not hit 

on them (Carey et al. 2016).  

“Mixed teams” was something a senior expert told me was the reason she did not get a 

job in which she was more qualified for than the man who got the job. Due to being a 

“girl”, she had been subjected to not getting a job in 2003, 

Sophie: I had admittedly applied for the job the year before too, but I didn´t get 
the job because I was a girl. They told me that on the phone. 

Me: They said that on the phone? 

Sophie: Yes, that was the oral explanation I got, because I was much more 
qualified than he who got the job. Yes, I took it to the Gender Equality and Anti-
Discrimination Ombud and then they managed to twist themselves out of it by 
saying I hadn´t done the oppsynskurs [a specific course to become a warden]. So 
then I took that course, and applied once more, but then I also applied together 
with another woman, so we were two. But it was because I was a girl that I got 
rejected the first time. They didn´t dare to send a mixed team, that [explanation] 
I got straight to my ear from the advisor of the governor on Svalbard. 

4.3 The menstruating expert 
 “There has been observed a bear in the area, so you have to be careful”, Knut 
said. “If someone has their menstruation, they might come closer.”  
“Can they smell that?” I asked. 

“Yes, in Canada the Grizzly bears approach if they can smell you”, Knut said. 
A friend of mine who hiked in USA told me once she had to throw her food 
up in a tree at night, so Grizzlies would not get attracted by the smell of food, 
but I had never heard about menstruating women needing to have this 
concern for bears in Norway before. (Excerption from field diary) 
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I was going to join a team of female research assistants to an Arctic fox den in a valley 

later that day. Knut, a senior expert, warned us about an observed bear around the 

breakfast table. At the den we were far away from people and without phone reception, 

and I admit the thought of a bear coming after us was distressing. I wondered if anyone 

in the team was menstruating but did not dare to ask. Instead I convinced myself that we 

were safe because one in the team was an experienced hunter and she read and 

interpreted the landscape with binoculars in an impressive way.  

It never occurred to me to question the statement made by the senior expert, as he was 

also an experienced hunter, scientist and I was “just” a junior. However, as I returned 

home and began analyzing my field diary, I came across the passage above, and found 

that there is no scientific evidence to the claim that bears are attracted to menstruating 

women (see for instance Herrero 1985; Rogers et. al. 1991; Gunther and Hoekstra 

1998). In fact, it originated after a sequence of events in 1967 where two young women 

and a young man were killed during one night by grizzly bears (Byrd 1988). The 

killings prompted “government agencies to circulate brochures warning menstruating 

women against entering bear country” (Rogers et al. 1991:632). Byrd worked for the 

U.S. Forest Service in bear habitat when women in her crew, with a combined 19 

seasons of experience, were “no longer allowed to work in the backcountry during their 

menstrual periods” (Byrd 1988:vii). It prompted her to conduct a critical research about 

the claim, where she found that the scientific evidence was not holding.  

Freedom to travel, to move around in nature, has been symbolically represented as a 

male priviledge. According to Humberstone and Pedersen (2001), the freedom to travel 

”symbolizes the unexpressed but mutual understanding that ´real´ friluftsliv culturally 

and socially is divided from the private and domestic sphere that belongs to most 

women (:27). That a male senior expert warns junior females like this maintains a 

hierarchy connected to gender stereotypes. Women are “gendered” and kept in their 

appointed sex category as “women” based on their bodily functions, which is linked to 

the normative attitudes of the expert. The claim could potentially instill unnecessary 

fear when women are moving in field, but also non-menstruating people in field could 

fear that someone in the team attracts bears, or explain a bear-meeting being probably 

due to a woman acting irresponsibly, regardless of men also bringing plenty of odors 

like sweat, smelly feet, lunch bags, for instance, which could just as much attract bears. 
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This way of connecting menstruation to danger, might function to legitimize traditional 

constructions of femininity. It reflects sexist attitudes towards women entering the 

forests and mountains, which traditionally has been connected to the realm of men 

(Humberstone and Pedersen 2001). Maintaining and reinforcing gender stereotypes 

could potentially exclude women from the field, not by force, but by reinforcing gender 

stereotypes.  

4.4 “The boys club” 
When asking the informants about sources of inspiration, many informants mentioned 

some of the same sources. They described a great respect for certain scientists work, but 

also some described teachers and professors they had had who were especially engaging 

and motivating, or “different”. I did not ask specifically about the gender in the 

interviews, yet it was striking to me how a substantial part of the role models mentioned 

were men. 36 individuals were mentioned as sources of inspirations during the 

interviews, 6 were women. However, it was one interviewee who mentioned 4 of the 

women role models. One male source of inspiration was mentioned by five of the 

respondents, and another male role model was mentioned by three of the respondents; 

both of these were senior experts, one connected to NMBU, another to UiT.  

A female manager interviewed called the wildlife and predators department in general a 

“small boys club”, I assume she referred to the departments where she studied, but also 

worked. There were many female students and doctorates, she claimed, but they seem to 

get fewer the further up in the system one looks at. She believed it to be a general 

pattern within the biological sciences. Therefore, she stated, she saw the women in the 

field not as role models, but more as co-equal colleagues.  

A female senior expert also reflected on gendered aspects to role models.  

I see that they [two female professors] have had an impact on me later in a 
way. Because they were women. Or because there were some women among 
them. That it was not only dominated by men. Because it was very male 
dominated, the wild life department. I know I thought it was exciting with the 
women who did something different too. […] It´s maybe to take it a bit far, 
but the way Monica Kristensen and Liv Arnesen [famous Norwegian polar 
explorers, adventurers, writers, scientists], and those who have been skiing 
and done things like that. I think they have been important persons to 
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somehow pave the way for women. And I notice that I still feel, when I meet 
some very academically clever women, that I feel a little proud that they are 
there, and that they´ve got the place to be there. That means something, and 
they mean something. But this was just a small digression. Because in the 
academic context its still mostly men I have met in my educational pathway. 
(Interview, female senior expert) 

This quotation is illustrative of something Humberstone and Pedersen (2001:26) 

observed, “skiing and skiers, as Arctic explorers, along with other aspects of friluftsliv, 

were seen to strengthen this identity of Norwegian youth who were capable of surviving 

on the edge of an icy waste”. These authors also suggest that those ideals were 

cultivated during the interwar period (1918-1940), and have been transformed but that 

some aspects persist. The quotation from my interviewee shows how the female 

interviewee accommodates those aspects of the Norwegian identity to include women 

so to make place for herself in a field dominated by men.  

Becoming an expert or nature manager for both Julia and Sophie meant applying and 

going through to an education dominated by men where the masculine was ideal. Julia 

and Sophie stated they missed female role models. Julia saw the female´s more as 

coequals than role models, while Sophie stated she got proud when she met competent 

women in the field, both that they were gotten that far and that their presence was 

meaningful.  

Since the 1960s there has been a growing awareness of environmental concerns. These 

concerns are addressed through the development of environmental politics; AFC is a 

result of such. In Norway, higher education incorporated friluftsliv since the 1960s and 

nature management was established in the Agricultural College of Norway (NLH) in the 

seventies, after the approval of a nature protection law. According to Humberstone and 

Pedersen (2001) friluftsliv as a discipline in higher education was grounded on the 

ongoing development of the “deep ecology movement” of Arne Næss. Nature 

management was according to one interviewee influenced by “deep ecology” but also 

increasingly by impulses from the USA where many of the older professors took their 

education.  

 

All interviewees held bachelors and masters degrees (or the equivalent of such). Seven 
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of the interviewees held PhDs, one was a PhD candidate at the moment of research, and 

two managers had not pursued a PhD. One expert had completed a Post-doc.  

It is difficult to study the respondent’s bachelor’s degrees, whereas before 2003 there 

was a different educational degree system. MSc, however, or earlier referred to as 

cand.mag/hovedoppgave, was easier defined. Four of the interviewees held an MSc 

from NTNU in either biology or ecology, while two held MSc in biology or physiology 

from UiO. The rest obtained their MSc from Lund and Kalmar University, University 

College London, HiHM or NMBU. 3 had been part of the Scandinavian Lynx project as 

a MSc, and 2 the Scandinavian Bear project, the others had studied something related to 

wolverines, Arctic adaptations, Red fox, antilope, and the last studied a specific 

methodology for wildlife research.  

When it comes to role models, there were two names appearing several times; 4 

respondents mentioned Rolf A. Ims, and 4 mentioned Jon Swenson. Ims is a Norwegian 

ecologist and biologist connected to the UiT, and Swenson leads the Norwegian-

Swedish Scandinavian bear project, and is a professor at the NMBU. These individuals 

were described as academic role models and inspirations, both academically clever and 

personally humble and genuine.  

Having studied at the same universities, or even within the same country, contributes to 

strenghtening the AFC network whereas there is easier communication. 

4.5 Summary and discussion 
In this chapter I have presented some aspects in the empirical data I collected through 

interviews and field observations connected to the backgrounds and values and ideals of 

actors within AFC in Norway. In a previous chapter I studied networks as social 

boundaries that constrains and enable for action, and as a continuation of this I argued 

in this chapter that a possible explanation for the success of AFC is due to how the 

actors in the network is aligned with a social system. The social boundaries function as 

glue holding the network together.  
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Many of the key people working within the AFC come from rural backgrounds, value 

cabin-life and to in general be active in, and working with, nature, all these are elements 

of the Norwegian “frilufstliv” ideology.  

Svarstad and colleagues (2009) studied the lack of gender equality in local nature 

management in Norway, and stated that “there is a need for full participation of women 

at all levels of policy-making and implementation of conservation, but this has so far 

not been taken seriously in Norway” (2, translated by me). They investigated possible 

explanations to the male dominance in the field, often justified by believing women 

were not interested. At the end of the report, they stated “it is important not to forget 

that equality between the genders is about power and distribution of power” (ibid. 

2009:36). Nature management in Norway has traditionally been a male domain, and 

there are indications that many men keeps the position through passive or active 

resistance, also when power is being redistributed. (ibid.) Benjaminsen and Svarstad 

(2010) named it the “returbukk”-metaphor,  

In a reindeer herd returbukker is the title given to the herd´s a little older males, 
those having passed a reproductive age. They have thereby carried out their 
tasks in the herd, but are still walking around taking up grazing land. They do 
not let others eat, and are often a little grumpy. In many Norwegian countries 
the nature management is considered one of the most important policy areas. 
Those who reach a position of influence there have come a long way and are 
happy to sit for as long as they can” (Benjaminsen & Svarstad 2010:129, free 
translation by me).   

It is crucial to look at networks as social boundaries, and hierarchies and social systems 

within AFC to understand how power functions within it. Through field observations 

and interviews, I have uncovered a few ways masculinity still is in an advantaged 

position in AFC. Men and women in the field has gone through an education in a “boys 

club”, had less female role models, and many also grew up in a home with traditional 

gender stereotypical role models. Having similar backgrounds and values and ideals has 

advantages, because communication is easier, there is less friction and disagreements 

within the network. Yet, the social system also has it´s constrains, which is that it puts 

men in an advantaged position over women. Men and women uphold this hierarchy in 

several ways, often unconsciously, which gives male seniors in an advantaged position.  
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How gender is a force in the research 

Norwegian researchers Benjaminsen and Svarstad (2010) tried for years to apply for 

funds researching gender and equality within nature management, not for AFC, but on a 

more general note. They also tried to get questions about gender and equality mentioned 

as a theme in research calls related to environment and nature. They could conclude that 

it was not something the Norwegian environmental management seemed interested in 

spending money on. "We have thus experienced that even though women formally have 

had the right to participate in this area, it has been neglected by the state administration, 

and at the same time the state administration is executing their knowledge power in a 

way which makes gender and women's right in the area invisible and considered 

irrelevant topic for knowledge production." (Benjaminsen and Svarstad 2010:130, 

translated by author)  

Eventually they got a small breakthrough at another ministry enabling them to 

investigate the gender ratio in all the reference groups (RG) established for a national 

park plan from 1992-2010. They found that 11% of those involved in RG were women, 

and in 24 out of the 54 RG, there was only one local woman, while in 22 RG there were 

none. Only two RG had at least 40% women, which is the requirements in the 

Norwegian laws about equality (Benjaminsen and Svarstad 2010). “It started to dawn on 

us that the environmental management constitutes a policy area in Norway where 

equality policies have not been applied, at least not at the local level” (Benjaminsen & 

Svarstad 2010:130, translated by author). They argued that the absence of women was a 

democratic problem, because they were not represented in important establishments of 

protected areas and national parks. "Our most important argument here is a normative 

standpoint that women should have the same opportunities to participate in political 

processes as men. This is in other words an argument that democratic rights are just as 

important to women as to men and we think that should be taken for granted in Norway 

just as in any other country." (ibid.:136-137, translated by author) Nature management 

is an area "where power positions both have a great importance and status, and where 

we believe it is important that women are not kept as outsiders." (ibid.:137, translated 

by author) 
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5  MAKING FOXES LIVE AND LETTING 
FOXES DIE 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Arctic fox pup released back into the enclosure at the captive breeding station, 
now we ear tag and microchip. 
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   Western man was gradually learning what it meant to be a living 
species in a living world, to have a body, conditions of existence, 
probabilities of life, […] forces that could be modified, and a 
space in which they could be distributed in an optimal manner. 
For the first time in history, no doubt, biological existence was 
reflected in political existence; the fact of living was no longer an 
inaccessible substrate that only emerged from time to time, amid 
the randomness of death and its fatality; part of it passed into 
knowledge's field of control and power's sphere of intervention. 
Power would no longer be dealing simply with legal subjects over 
whom the ultimate dominion was death, but with living beings, 
and the mastery it would be able to exercise over them would 
have to be applied at the level of life itself; it was the taking 
charge of life, more than the threat of death, that gave power its 
access even to the body. 

(Foucault on biopower 1978:142-143) 

The AFC in Norway is situated in the context of global conservation, thus what takes 

place locally is highly linked to global processes and understandings of environmental 

changes, and how to handle these. Examples of international negotiations and regimes 

influential for AFC are the IUCN Red List Categories, and the Convention on 

Biological Diversity (CBD), the latter being a legally binding treaty signed by 150 

government leaders including Norway. As Foucault (1978) points out in the 

introductory quote, that living has passed into a field of control and intervention, I will 

in this chapter study AFC through the strategies for the governing of fox life, referred to 

as biopower. My argument is that the global-local link is important to understand the 

strategies of AFC, social framings, and the projects success and biohegemonic status in 

Norway.  

5.1 Glocal biodiversity conservation 
A globalization, or “glocalization” as I call it, of biodiversity conservation, emerged in 

the 1980s, and in this section I will discuss some important reasons why a global 

conservation came about, then demonstrate how the global is linked to the AFC in 

Norway.  

I call it “glocal” conservation to highlight and problematize the link between global and 

local conservation. Important not to be mislead into thinking the global and local has 
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equal influence on one another however; glocalization is a word often used to describe 

the strategic business model by multinational corporations when dispersing power as to 

gain more costumers, by adapting and customizing global products to suit a local 

culture (i.e. Roudometof 2016). Another definition of glocalization is the “simultaneous 

occurrence of both universalizing and particularizing social, political, and economic 

systems” (Blatter 2013:n.p.). Biodiversity conservation is not a multinational 

corporation of course, yet since the 1980s similar glocalization mechanisms has taken 

place, such as the rise of international negotiations, regimes and conservation models as 

a strategy to cooperate globally, which informs and shape local framings and strategies.  

According to CBD, biological diversity is “the variability among living organisms from 

all sources including, inter alia, terrestrial, marine and other aquatic ecosystems and the 

ecological complexes of which they are part; this includes diversity within species, 

between species and of ecosystems” (CBD official website). Nowadays “biodiversity” 

is perhaps seen as a taken-for-granted and “self-explanatory” term, yet Franco (2013) 

describes how it first appeared in 1985 when planning the “National Forum on 

BioDiversity” which took place in Washington D.C. The forum focused on “the 

destruction of habitats and the global crisis of species extinction” (Franco 2013:38).  

The 1980s were important years for biodiversity conservation, both local and global, 

because there was an increasing understanding, and sense of crisis and urgency, 

connected to the loss of biodiversity, linking it to humans involvement in “habitat 

destruction, invasive species, pollution and over-exploitation” (Franco 2013:27). 

Conservation biology grew as a “response from the scientific community to the impacts 

of humans” (ibid.;26). Other influential references from the 1980s are the book 

Conservation Biology: The Science of Scarcity and Diversity (1986), the UN 

Brundtland Report Our Common Future (World Commission on Environment and 

Development 1987), and the first issue of the scientific journal Conservation Biology 

(1987), which “soon became the vehicle for scientific communication and debate on 

biodiversity” (Franco 2013:39). Since the 1980s onwards, conservation biology grew as 

a field, including not only an increase in scientific publications but also an 

establishment of conservation biology programs around the world (ibid.). Another 

important establishment is the global IUCN Red List assessment.   
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Red Lists “have become an important tool in national and international work related to 

biological diversity” (Kålås, Viken and Bakken 2006:7). Norway, as many countries, 

have adapted and created national Red Lists based on IUCN criteria for Red List 

assessment as a way to standardize the evaluations on threatened species and increase 

the possibility to compare internationally (ibid.). Norwegian Directorate for Nature 

Management (today NEA) first established a Norwegian Red List in 1984, and in 2006 

a Red List published by The Norwegian Biodiversity Information Centre took over, 

which followed the international guidelines issues by IUCN (ibid.). Since then, the 

Norwegian Red List, based on the IUCN guidelines, has been updated twice, in 2010, 

and 2015.  

According to IUCN, the Red Lists began in 1989 as a way to strive objectivity. The 

categories like “extinct”, “extinct in the wild”, “critically endangered”, “endangered”, 

“vulnerable”, and the criteria for these categories were established in 1994 (The IUCN 

website). Since then, the criteria have been revised and clarified. On their website, 

IUCN also states that “in order to ensure global uniformity when describing the habitat 

in which a taxon [species/organism(s)] occurs, the threats to a taxon, what conservation 

actions are in place or are needed, and whether or not the taxon is utilized, a set of 

standard terms […] have been developed”.  

Current AFC uses a variation of applied techno-scientific methods to evaluate/monitor 

the species status, and to ensure it does not go extinct. These methods are manifested in 

the national monitoring program and CBP with measures including i.e. population-, 

subpopulation- and individual-based tracking through DNA-analysis, camera traps, 

counting born pups each spring, and feeding with specially designed feeding stations. 

Other measures to help the Arctic fox survive include culling the “invasive species” Red 

fox, and eradicate escaped farm foxes, and hybrids between Arctic fox and farm foxes.  

Examples of standardized terms listed by IUCN, often found in AFC, are “threats”, 

“habitats”, stresses”. Underneath a description on threats it says “invasive & other 

problematic species, genes & diseases” (Threats Classification Scheme, The IUCN 

website). Threats to Arctic fox survival are amongst others stated to be the invasive Red 

fox. Furthermore, “hyplotype H9”, an introduced genetic material occurring from farm 

foxes, is considered problematic when found in wild Arctic fox population. In 2011 it 

was found that most Arctic fox in the mountain area Finse had hyplotype H9, which is 
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not occurring naturally in the wild Arctic fox population, but derives from farm foxes. 

These foxes were in the national newspaper Aftenposten referred to as “completely 

watered out by tame foxes”, and the director of NEA at the time, Janne Sollie, 

confirmed that they could no longer be considered Arctic foxes, but hybrids. “All foxes 

mixed with the tame will be taken out of nature […] We do not want these hybrids in 

Norwegian nature” (Haakaas 2011). And indeed, regardless of opposition from the 

Norwegian Animal Protection Alliance and WWF Norway, all hybrids in Finse were 

consequentially shot, and “real” Arctic fox quickly released from the CBP.  

With the rise of glocal environment governance, the scientific committees, and 

scientists, the role of experts have become growingly important, as they are trained in 

quantitative analysis and can authenticate truths and establish facts in which the 

international regimes and national government relies. Central to IUCN Red List for 

instance, are quantitative analyses and models, such as DNA-analysis (like in the 

abovementioned genetic example), population viability analysis or estimating extinction 

risk. Indeed, the practice of science has become increasingly important for the way the 

international regimes negotiate and operate (Fairhead and Leach 2003), and also what 

strategies used in conservation projects, such as AFC.  

Two more examples on how Norwegian AFC is linked to global decision-making 

processes, is how Arctic fox became a prioritized species in 2015, justified by the CBD 

2010 agreement where one of the targets were: “By 2020 the extinction of known 

threatened species has been prevented and their conservation status, particularly of 

those most in decline, has been improved and sustained” (CBD official website). 

Furthermore, IUCN appointed Arctic fox as a flagship species in order to communicate 

“climate change´s disruptive effects on interactions between species”, referring to the 

competition and predation from the Red fox, and the change in population cycles of 

lemmings (IUCN official website).  

It is rather new that national conservation priorities are linked so clearly with 

overarching global frameworks. The global conservation framework, and the bigger 

global debates about climate change, is strongly based in nature scientific knowledge 

systems where technological advancements play an increasingly important role. The 

links between AFC in Norway and the global conservation negotiations and agreements 

are important because they inform what conservation strategies are considered sensible, 
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legitimate and credible. AFC, and the national environmental policies, has adopted 

several of the global conservation strategies and language, which could be a possible 

explanation to the support and success of the project in Norway. There are, however, 

multiple factors contributing to the apparent AFC success such as states exercising 

biopower as will be discussed in the subsequent section. 

5.2 Environmentalities and biopower 
The Foucaultian concept biopower refers to the strategies for the governing of life, or as 

the title of this chapter: ´making foxes live and letting foxes die´ (Peet et al. 

2011;Rabinow and Rose 2006). In this subsection I will give examples of how AFC 

exercise biopower and point to important aspects of environmentality facilitating for 

greater chance of public acceptance and support, thus AFC success. Lastly, I link these 

examples to a discussion on glocalization.   

While Foucault described biopower as the governing of human lives and bodies in 

modern nation states; I extend the concept to encompass Arctic fox lives and bodies in 

modern Norwegian state through AFC. The living and dying of Arctic fox certainly 

have “passed into knowledge's field of control and power's sphere of intervention” 

(Foucault 1978:142-143). As Nail (2016) argued in his analysis of control and 

biopower, the concepts are closely related, and in fact “synonymous in both content and 

form. Both take life of populations as their content and the management of probabilities 

as their form” (261).   

Foucault referred to governments as “an activity that undertakes to conduct individuals 

throughout their lives by placing them under the authority of a guide responsible for 

what they do and for what happens to them” (in Rose, O´Malley ad Valverde 2006:83). 

Governments have “techniques and procedures for directing human behavior” referred 

to as “governmentality” (ibid.:83), yet people also function as an extension of the state 

“through internalization and acceptance of individuals as state subjects” (Peet et al. 

2011:33). ”Environmentality” is specifically referring to governance of nature, such as 

through conservation. Biopower is exercised within the various environmentalities.  

A state might exercise biopower subtly or not so subtly. An example of a subtle way is 

by compelling to subjects through encouragement or spreading knowledge through 
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education, while an example of visible and concrete interventions are to enforce rules or 

build material entities such as fences or a CBS. Thus biopower is not “merely to impose 

sovereign will upon a collection of subjects, but instead to legitimate authority through 

the claim that governance serves to enhance the health and vitality of the subject 

‘population’” (Fletcher 2010:175).  

There are many examples from AFC where biopower is exercised explicitly. The Arctic 

fox feeding stations for example, are established in order to help the Arctic Fox live. 

Also the CBP, with the CBS, where Arctic fox males and females are artificially paired 

together in enclosures based on their variation in DNA, in order to breed the most 

optimal Arctic fox genetic variety. The litters are kept in the CBS until they have grown 

strong and big, before they are released in various mountain regions, referred to as 

“stepping-stones areas”. Stepping-stone areas are places often between two mountain 

regions where there already are isolated subpopulations, so there is a chance that the 

foxes from the CBS enrich the subpopulation with new genetic materials.  

Other foxes, on the other hand, are culled as a strategy to make Arctic fox live. The Red 

fox for instance, is considered an invasive species and threat to Arctic fox survival, and 

culled in several places in Norway. Considered a big threat to biodiversity, a regulation 

on Foreign Organisms was published by the KLD June 2015. “The purpose for the 

regulation is to prevent unfortunate consequences for the biodiversity in Norway caused 

by introducing foreign organisms” (Forskrift om fremmede organismer 2015:1, 

translated by author). Escaped farm foxes are discussed in this regulation. Since 2003 it 

has almost yearly been documented escaped farm foxes in the mountain areas close to 

Arctic fox habitats and as stated in the report “A mixing of genes from tame animals is 

very undesirable. SNO has therefore in certain cases had to kill Arctic fox where there 

was suspicion about hybridization” (ibid.:8). Foxes carrying the haplotype H9, which is 

found through DNA-analysis and not found in the genetics of the wild Arctic fox 

population, are considered “unreal” and a threat to the species survival, and thus shot.  

AFC also exercise biopower subtly, ensuring the project legitimacy and support in 

Norway. AFC legitimacy and support are important in order to lessen, or avoid major 

frictions, public doubts and criticism against AFC altogether, which could potentially 

make the conservation project collapse. Arctic fox returning to the Norwegian 
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mountains after decades of endangerment also serves as an important symbol of hope 

that we can alter the loss of biodiversity, and fight global climate changes.  

Environmentality is important concept in this regard, seeing people as an extension of 

the state, when the public internalizes an acceptance and support of AFC, seeing it as a 

positive, important and urgent project. Public support, manifested in a trust that the 

appointed responsible authoritative forces are doing what they can in the best possible 

manner for the greater good of Arctic fox survival and for the bigger thriving 

ecosystem, that AFC can be sustained. Information on AFC appears frequently in 

Norwegian newspapers, some years with dramatically negative headlines and other 

years in a more positive jargon though always with a reminder that Arctic Fox is 

critically endangered and a redlisted species. Examples of headlines throughout the last 

years in Norwegian national newspaper Aftenposten are (all translated by author): “The 

Arctic fox may die out” (Kvåle Iversen 2009, updated 2011, October 15), “The Arctic 

fox gets help with food” (Saanum 2012, May 13), “The biggest Arctic fox population in 

50 years” (Rapp 2013, August 30), “Towards a new record year for the Arctic fox ” 

(n.a. 2014, July 16), “The researchers shouts hooray: The Arctic fox does a comeback in 

the tundra” (Hegtun 2016, February 26), “NEA will release Arctic fox pups on the 

Varanger peninsula” (n.a. 2017, April 14). What characterize these articles are often big 

images of the animal, and an emphasis on newly updated population numbers as 

compared to previous years.  

Other subtle ways biopower is exercised are through publishing educational meda, i.e. a 

children´s book (“Meet the Arctic fox ”, Eide et al. 2013) and short animation film 

(Storm and Tinde, 2013). In both these examples Arctic fox are depicted with eartags, 

feeding dispensers are explained and shown as an important measure, and the Red fox is 

depicted as the threatening and dangerous enemy. These depictions normalize the 

human involvement, which in reality are both costly and controversial. Controversial in 

the sense that human involvement include breeding in captivity, capturing and handling 

the foxes when eartagging and microchipping, and culling Red fox, as a way to follow 

and help their survival. These interventions go against a romantic image of a “wild” and 

“untouched” Arctic fox, and are perhaps why AFC have worked so explicitly on 

communicating and normalizing the interventions.   
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Technological advancements together with the organizing and standardizations of AFC 

in Norway has made it easier to adapt the local to global. The establishment of the 

nationally coordinated and centralized Arctic fox monitoring program in 2003, and the 

creation of a national database of all known fox dens, improved the communication 

flow between those involved in AFC significantly, strengthening the scientific validity 

and generalizability. The monitoring program, and the overall PoA, engaged and bound 

all wardens in counties with Arctic fox habitats to monitor the species more closely by 

using the same standardized protocol. With wardens on board, Arctic fox experts could 

compile the locally gathered data and set a national standard on it, published in annual 

reports.  

As stated in the previous subchapter, AFC in Norway is highly connected to a global 

conservation effort. The national coordination of AFC in 2003, and the Norwegian 

Redlist modeled by international assessment criteria, has likely increased the project´s 

credibility and public support in Norway. Seeing the project´s acceptance, or at least no 

major uproars or resistance of the controversial measures, are likely due to the 

justification and reminder that they are conducted for the greater good of making Arctic 

fox live, and consequently also for a thriving Norwegian biodiversity.  

5.3 Ideology of simplifications 
“It´s a lot of work to get the Arctic fox data!” I said. “Yeah, a lot of 
people don´t know all the work behind it.” Isabelle shared with us 
how she had been marking seal pups in Antarctica, and how a 
colleague who was going to analyze the data had no context to 
understand the amount of work involved, and how the conditions 
could vary. 

“We had really shitty equipment, and the weather was difficult.” 
Earlier years they had more favorable conditions, she explained, 
because the sea ice had cracked and the pups were more gathered in 
one place. Earlier they therefore could mark 20 pups in a shorter 
amount of time, closer together, plus they had better equipment. Last 
year their vehicle had ended up in the water leaving them to loose 
valuable equipment. So from one year to another they had to walk 20-
30 kilometers between each pup, and the weather had been bad. “The 
scale was really shaky and the blood froze inside the needle! The 
equipment was really difficult! Earlier it was just easier to gather all 
the samples”, Isabelle said.  
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They had received an email from the guy who was going to analyze 
the data: “He said he was disappointed about the little amount of 
samples we had gathered! He is a really nice guy, like really nice, but 
he just hadn´t been there, and didn´t know”, Isabelle said and 
continued, “I knew how hard everybody were working, so it felt really 
bad to receive such an email.” (Excerption from field diary) 

During the time of my research, it has become apparent how concerned people are with 

quantifications, the abstract numbers. “How many Arctic foxes are there? And how 

endangered are they?” have been standard questions I have frequently met. This 

obsession with numbers and other simplistic abstractions is apparent in AFC. The 

monitoring program, for instance, counts Arctic fox, and the numbers appear in 

publications and in news coverage, and shaping how we understand the species 

endangerness. The number counting gives a sense of control and ovierview over Arctic 

fox. The numbers might give an indication, yet they do not reflect the complexities 

involved in the process of counting, how one lands on these numbers, nor the variations 

within Norway. AFC is driven by an ideology of simplification, which has positive and 

negative consequences, as I will argue in this subsection.  

The above excerption from my field diary illustrates how processes of gathering data, in 

this case seal pups in Antarctica, can be complex and vary from year to year. The 

disappointment of Isabelle´s colleague shows how being alienatied from field can create 

a flawed expectation of the work, expecting the same, standard on the data from year to 

year.  

AFC is no exception, there are variations from year to year, the weather condition 

changes, and there are a great deal of work ”behind the scenes” of the annual report, and 

numbers which appear in the media. In fact, people now expect highly detailed data 

"from nowhere”, and the quantification gives a sense of being in control. The processes 

and work remains hidden and mysterious, and could create an illusion that the counting 

and gathering of data is easy and indeed, coming from nowhere. It seems to be 

commonly expected knowledge to at all times know ”how many” Arctic fox there are in 

Norway, not giving much thought to the intense human-involvement in compiling such 

numbers. Not only is it labour intensive, and connected to risks for the warden/expert – 

such as ending up in avalanches, meeting predators, or other ways getting hurt when in 

field. The monitoring program and CBP are also Arctic fox disturbances.  
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He quenched his teeth and jokingly mentioned something to Kamilla 
about grown Arctic fox males showing their teeth. I asked what the story 
was, and Kamilla could tell me that last year they had put a trap out to 
catch the pups for marking. But they had caught a grown male. They had 
let him wait a bit in the cage, thinking he was going to calm down. 
However he attempted to bite himself out of the cage instead. All his 
corner-teeth were gone when they returned, and it was a lot of blood. 
Kamilla portrayed the situation as “utterly horrible”, and seemed upset 
about the incident. (Excerption from field diary) 

The monitoring program, which amongst others counts the pups born each spring, is a 

great amount of work. Having the GPS coordinates of the dens, wild cameras at the 

feeding dispensers, and microchips in the Arctic fox from CBS makes the monitoring 

easier, yet it also shapes what type of knowledge is expected each year and how the 

foxes are handled. Politicians and the public, expect these numbers and data to such 

preciseness and level of detail, it might not cross their minds that in order to obtain as 

detailed numbers as possible, the animals are disturbed and undergo stressful events. 

Arctic fox might move their pups between dens if they feel disturbed. Not to mention 

the interventions an Arctic fox goes through when being trapped and microchipped at 

the CBS, above is an excerption of an incident, which was stated to be an isolated event, 

yet it illustrates how something could go wrong.   

Scott (2012:35) argues that the past three centuries are characterized by “the triumph of 

standardized, official landscapes of control and appropriation over vernacular order” 

(ibid.:35). Vernacular order means the variety of local orders, such as for instance local 

dialects, languages or knowledge systems. Due to technological advances, naming for 

instance, “has now been superseded by identification numbers, photography, 

fingerprints, and DNA testing, but it was invented as a means of supervision and 

control” (ibid.:34).  

Quantification/abstraction without context gives the impression that nature is possible to 

organize and standardize; that we can keep an overview, monitor, control, and solve all 

problems. Arctic fox endangerment is seen as a problem “V” and if we do W, X and Y, 

and continue that for Z amount of years, we might have solved V. There is “seen to be a 

new mood of anxiety with “expert” institutions and their knowledge, new forms of 

personal and cultural engagement with science, and increasing public critique and 

demands for new sorts of dialogue” (Fairhead and Leach 2003:4). This anxiety has not 

been observed during this study of AFC however. The reason could be that there is no 
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room for discussion or critique of AFC, as I referred to in a previous chapter as the 

“Arctic fox paradox”, that the AFC do not invite for much public participation due to 

the way knowledge is produced.  

Also the glocalization discussed previously, large-scale organizations such as IUCN, 

international regimes or nation states, have taken over much local context. The ideology 

of simplification contributes to efficiency enabling better understandings and 

cooperation among a certain set of people, such as the coalition of forces described in 

this thesis, and it enables them to communicate with others across borders. Yet, when 

the global overshadows the local, one should ask who has access to and manages nature 

and Arctic foxes, and how do they define what Arctic fox is, or is not, which informs 

how we understand the world. For instance, perhaps are there important contexts little 

by little being lost, such as Norwegian dialect words, or Sami words for Arctic fox, and 

names for places, not included by AFC. Perhaps are there important local, social and 

political context connected to AFC, which needs to be addressed. How to contest AFC 

biohegemony will be discussed in the subsequent section.    

5.4 Contesting a biohegemony 
Arctic fox is no longer used as source of food or fur in Norway mainland, yet the 

question of democracy, public participation in the decision-making processes, and 

ownership is still a valid one. AFC biopower is exercised through a techno-scientific 

knowledge system; the Arctic fox contains microchips, eartags, and their DNA is placed 

in a Norwegian database. The offspring’s from the state-owned CBS come from Arctic 

fox parents who have been paired up artificially due to their DNA composition. Ethical 

questions of ownership, control and access to the foxes and their dens could be raised, if 

not also to for instance the microchip data, the photo´s from the wild camera´s, eartags 

and GPS-coordinates of dens.  

It caught my attention that the leader of Saltfjellet Reindeer Grazing District (Saltfjellet 

reinbeitedistrikt), has expressed opposition to the releasing of ”arctificial Arctic fox es” 

from the CBP (Kuhmunen 2016). He underlines how important the reindeer grazing is 

for the Sami; connected to rights, culture and protection of the land. There is an explicit 

paragraph demanding Arctic fox to be taken out of the preamble, stating it is a predator 
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and a possible future threat to the reindeer calving season. He underlines that there has 

been an upswing in the population the last years and foresee a future scenario where 

Arctic fox might come in conflict with the calving, and difficulties getting permission to 

shoot due to its protection. He furtehr expressed that he finds it disrespectful that the 

governor of the area is focusing more on the Arctic fox than on the reindeer industry 

and nature foundation of the Sami. They are in addition against the feeding dispensers 

in the area (Kuhmunen 2016).  

Whether the Arctic fox in fact is disturbing the calving of reindeers, or could do so in 

the future, or whether it is compromising the protection of Sami land and culture is not 

addressed by the current AFC. Regardless of the great body of knowledge produced 

within AFC the past years, those crucial critiques of the project have not been studied. It 

remains, what one in my field observations called ”just an anecdotal claim”.  

“Anecdotal” knowledge, as opposed to scientific rigorous knowledge, will not reach the 

same amount of influence as something deemed as fact, as research-based, as 

objectively known. Because “anecdotal” is per definition “just” a subjective account, 

clearly linked to a person with opinions, while scientific knowledge is seen as objective 

and should be able to be retested. The natural scientist try to avoid being seen as partial, 

to rather stay “scientific”; objective and neutral. So, if a Sami community, or an NGO, 

comes with anecdotal claims, or critiques not founded in science, it becomes difficult to 

get the claim through, as the rest of AFC is based on natural scientific and seemingly 

objective knowledge. It becomes problematic when a person, or a community, does not 

have the possibility to meet scientific legitimacy, and their accounts are disputed, which 

clearly shows the power relation in action. 

If the population increase and disturb the calving as foreseen by Kuhmunen, and Arctic 

fox os favored over reindeer herding, reindeer herders have little possibilities to contest 

the AFC biohegemony. Without a techno-scientific knowledge system, without such 

great public support, and the conservation being rooted in the global conservation 

debate, it is difficult, yet not impossible to contest the biohegemony (See Gutierrez 

Escobar and Fitting 2016 for an example from Colomibia). To collect signatures, create 

public awareness, reframe the debates, and address the measures involved in how Arctic 

fox are made to live, and undemocratic processes.  
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The authority of AFC, and Arctic fox experts, is built throughout decades of 

publications, and access to a great infrastructure of technological advancements, all 

from a natural-scientific approach. NINA is free to hire sociologists, psychologists, 

anthropologists or historians for instance, yet it would be difficult for such a researcher 

to build up the same authority as an ecologist in the field. An anthropologist studying a 

conflict between Sami reindeer herders and AFC might end up being considered to do 

so if it will not compromise AFC, which narrow aim is to ensure the Arctic fox survival 

regardless of local context. 
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CONCLUSION  
I introduced this thesis with the anecdote behind the title “No place for a miniskirt”, a 

phrase a male senior, when preparing to go to the captive-breeding station, told me. The 

purpose of this thesis was to study Arctic fox conservation as a social and political 

phenomenon, with a special attention to gender diemensions and power. My objective 

for this study was to expand our understanding of the resources necessary to produce 

and use knowledge for AFC purposes in Norway. In the introduction, I asked questions 

of whether we could learn something from the successful AFC in Norway about the 

Norwegian society. I also wondered why there is so little discussion about the 

conservation techniques used to making foxes live, why it for instance was commonly 

accepted that other species must die in order to make Arctic fox live. Lastly I asked why 

there are no broader societal discussions in the Norwegian society of natural/unnatural 

involevement with Arctic fox.  

The coalition of forces involved with AFC in Norway suggests a complex web of social 

and political relations operating at local, national, international level. The current way 

the coalition of forces is organized and positioned has a historical context, involving 

both local, national and globalization developments and understandings of conservation. 

AFC carries with it elements of trying to control, have overview and influence of all 

aspects of foxes lives and death. Understanding that what takes place on the ground in 

Norway is connected to global processes, provides awareness of the power of glocalism, 

which demonstratively transforms how and who can assess and define how to best 

manage, involve with and understand the ecosystem also locally. The position AFC 

holds as a biohegemony, suggests a continuation of colonialism through the exercising 

of biopower, by for instance replacing vernacular orders with techo-scientific 

knowledge production, which is both difficult to contest, and to fully and 

democratically engage with and influence. 

The majority of Norwegians is not directly affected by AFC measures, and can in 

general continue their lives and respect the protection of the Arctic fox by avoiding 

disturbing. The idea of the survival of the Arctic fox supports an image of a richer 

experience when hiking in the mountains for recreational aspects. Sami reindeer 

herders, who share habitat with Arctic foxes, are directly affected by what type of AFC 
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is taking place locally. It does not seem to be much local uproar at this point, yet it is 

important to keep local vernacular orders, and the powerful position the AFC 

biohegemony, and the experts and managers holds in mind, if local resistance is to rise 

in the future.  

Answering my introductory question more directly, what can we learn from the 

successful AFC about the Norwegian society? Even though a high level of gender 

equality is expected in Norway, other researchers have found it to be an existing pattern 

of gender inequality in the management of nature in Norway. AFC is no exception in 

this regards, I have also found a gender hierarchy unintentionally upheld in the project. 

The gender hierarchy is embedded in shared masculine ideals and values, and shared 

interests by the coalition of forces. I have also identified the upholding of an old myth 

which has a history of functining to limit women the access to nature as domain. The 

female experts and managers interviewed in this study have gone through an education 

system, or found themselves in a working environment, where women are in the 

minority. By physically being a woman, there are reasons to believe women in the field 

have to prove themselves to a greater extent than their male colleagues. This informs the 

feminist critique that ”writing from nowhere” might not imply a ”nowhere” at all, but 

rather taking the white, heterosexual, western man´s perspective as the standard and all 

encompassing perspective.  

The little discussion about the conservation techniques used to making foxes live, and 

the acceptance of the making foxes live by killing other species, could be connected to 

how Arctic foxes lives have passed into the field of control and intervention in the name 

of conservation. This might also be a reason why there is no broader societal discussion 

on natural/unnatural nature involvement, and why such a high involvement of natural 

scientific measures is generally accepted. The AFC works on many levels to maintain 

the status as biohegemony, and that the strategies are linked to global strategies, 

agreements and framings also suggests as an explanation to why there seem to be little 

controversy and critical debates around the techniques.  

Globally, there seem to be a trust in techno-scientific methodologies and the experts, 

and due to the urgency aspects of conservation, technical solutions are offered as a way 

to solve the problems. As my study has shown, the ways the problems are framed 
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infoms the solutions to the problems, thus who are involved in the framing therefore 

matters.  

No doubt are human-animal relations, and the conservation of an animal, a complex 

social and political matter, and I have shed light on but a few aspects of this complexity. 

In order to improve our understandings of the connection between animal conservation 

and societal and political implications, there is need for more FPE studies, and below I 

suggest venues for further research.   

5.5 Suggested venues for further research 
It would have been interesting to find the significance the Arctic fox has in Sami 

culture, spaces, places and tradition. Much Arctic fox habitat overlaps with Sami 

habitats, and I have found various Sami place names linked to Arctic foxes, which 

suggests to me that it is, or has been, an important and integral species for Sami culture. 

The era of intensive hunting and bounty hunting, and then the shift to make it illegal to 

hunt the animal all together, carries similarities with what has happened to other 

animals elsewhere.  

Furthermore, I think it would have been interesting to study how Norwegian nation 

building, and ideas about national identity and what it means to be 

“Norwegian”/”Nordic”/”Scandinavian”, is so closely connected to snow, mountains, 

cabins, hiking, skiing, and the idea of a thriving ecosystem. There are reasons to believe 

there to be a connection between Norwegians sense of self and own nation, and 

sympathy for the Arctic fox endangerment. The Arctic fox is in a way a summarizing 

symbol binding together the abovementioned ideas of what it means to be Norwegian, 

and I have during the course of my study also found similarities between racial/Nazist 

ideology and AFC (i.e. war-rhetoric), which would be interesting to study further.  

I also wish to, on a general note, encourage more FPE studies of other animals in 

Norway, species who also are subjugated to various levels of human (read: expert and 

managers) involvement, and whose population numbers are highly politicized. I suggest 

studying the “big five” predators; Brown Bear, Lynx, Wolverine, Wolf and Golden 

Eagle, but also Red fox and other animals.  
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Appendix 2: Interviews 
Informed consent in the interview setting 

o I brought informed consent up at the beginning of each interview. If they had 
questions about my project they were free to ask. Furthermore, we discussed 
anonymity; that the interviewees would be kept anonymous; however it was 
pointed out that it is a small group of people, so a full anonymity might be 
difficult.  
 

o All interviews were transcribed, sent to the interviewee for approval/comments, 
and then I analyzed.  

 
o NB: One interviewee made changes in some of his/her answers, asking me not to 

publish two intimations in which s/he did not want to be affiliated with due to 
his/her work position.  

 
o All interviewed received this via email before the interview:  
 

Jeg er i gang med et sosialvitenskapelig mastergradsprosjekt som omhandler 
dynamikken mellom forvaltere og forskere i Norge. I denne sammenheng er jeg 
interessert i å bli kjent med deg, med ditt arbeide og generelt forstå forskere og 
forvaltere i Norge, samt å forstå hvordan forskning er nyttig for forvaltning og for de 
politiske beslutninger som tas i Norge.  Jeg studerer ved Senter for Utvikling og Miljø i 
Oslo, min veileder er Mariel Aguilar-Støen. 
 
Litt om tematikken: 
Fjellrevprosjektet har vært vellykket på mange områder, og jeg tror at forvaltning av dyr 
i Norge generelt kan styrkes gjennom å lære fra fjellrevprosjektet. Jeg ønsker å studere 
samspillet og dynamikken mellom forvaltning av, og forskning på, fjellreven i Norge. 
Med dette ønsker jeg å belyse prosessene og faktorer som skaper et bra rom for dette 
samspillet og dynamikken.  
 
Min metode består av flere intervjuer med samme person, deltakende observasjon av 
forskere/forvaltere og tekst analyser. Jeg kommer til å intervjue forskere, folk som 
jobber i forvaltning systemet, NGOer og politikere. Jeg skal bruke noen av tekstene som 
produseres av forvaltningsinstanser, samt forskningsrapporter, tekster fra NGOer og 
media, samt uttalelser fra politikere. 
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Interview guides 

Interview 1: In this interview I asked the following questions, but not necessarily in 

this order: 

• Utdanning 
o Jeg lurer på om du først kan i kronologisk rekkefølge fortelle meg hvor du 

har gått på skole: fra barneskolen og fram til høyere utdannelse. 
o Det er mange grunner til at man søker på visse utdannelser, hvorfor valgte du 

denne utdannelsen? Søkte du andre steder også? 
o Hvor viktig har dyr vært for deg underveis? 
o Hva har du skrevet avhandling om? Hvorfor? Med hvem? 
o Hva gjorde at du søkte på mastergraden på ___? 

- Hvilke andre mastergrader tenkte du var aktuelle? 
- Hvorfor skrev du avhandlingen din om…? 

o Hvem var veilederne dine i de forskjellige gradene du har tatt? 
o Hvem lærere/professorer som har vært utpreget inspirasjonskilder for deg? 
o Hvordan har du holdt kontakten med dem?  

 
• Arbeidsplasser 

o Jeg lurer på om du kunne kronologisk fortelle meg om arbeidsplasser du har 
hatt: fra du var ungdom fram til i dag.  

o Hvordan holder du kontakt med andre forskere/forvaltere i Norge?  
o Er det noen kollegaer, nå eller fra tidligere arbeidsplasser, som har hatt litt 

samme utdannelse som deg?  
o Har du veiledet/hatt kontakt med studenter? Hvor jobber de nå? 

 
• Oppvekst 

o Litt om familien din og oppveksten din. Når er du født? Hvor er du født? Og 
vokst opp? 

o  Om du tenker tilbake, hvordan vil du beskrive (sett inn navn) som barn? 
o Hvem er/var foreldrene dine? Og søsken?  

- Hvilke interesser har de?  
- Hvilke jobber har de? 

o Kan du huske noen opplevelser fra barndom- eller ungdomsårene som fanget 
interessen din for feltet du jobber med i dag?  

o Har du holdt kontakten med barndom og ungdomsvenner som har hatt 
samme fagkrets og interesse som deg? 
 

• Interesser 
o Hva gjør du ellers på fritiden?   
o Har du drevet med jakt? 
o Hvilke dyr har du da jaktet? Og hvor? 
o Har du hatt noen tillitsverv i organisasjoner/styrer/foreninger? 
o Har du hatt andre hobbyer eller interesser oppgjennom årene? 
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Interview 2: This interview was more tailored to each individual and their position 
and work. Here are some examples of questions, however this interview was less 
strict and I also followed up on whatever the interviewee themselves told me.  

 
• Beslutningsprosesser 

o De arbeidsoppgavene SNO utfører, hvem er det som bestemmer dem?  
o Vet du om noen nøkkelpersoner involvert i bestemmelsene? 
o Hva vil det si for ditt arbeide at fjellreven ble «prioritert art» i fjor? 
o Hvor mye innflytelse på arbeidsoppgavene har du selv? 
o Hvem snakker du med om du er uenig i noe? 
o Er du uenig i noen av arbeidsoppgavene SNO må utføre? Gjør du dem 

allikevel?  
o Hvordan bruker du forskning og vitenskap om fjellreven og fremmede 

arter?/ Hvordan tror du din forskning brukes av forvaltere? 
o Bestiller noen ganger SNO/Miljødirektoratet forskning? 
o Uttrykker SNO seg noen gang om sitt syn på visse lover? 
o Hvor er det du lærer eller hører om metoder du vil videreutvikle?  
o Har du noen innspill til den nye handlingsplanen for fjellrev? 
o Hvordan kommer du opp med en idé, at «dette her, det skal jeg forske på»? 
o Og, la oss si dere får bevilgning på 4 av de 7-8 delprosjektene, hva gjør dere 

med de andre idéene? 
o Var du med i noen av prosessene bak det med at fjellreven ble prioritert, 

sånn direkte? 
o Hvis du tenker på fjellrevarbeidet, og de du jobber med der, og har kontakt 

med som du nevnte, hvordan foregår interaksjonen? 
o Det er jo en avlsstasjon, vet du noe om hvordan det bestemmes hvor valpene 

skal distribueres i Norge? 
o Rovdata, bestiller de selv forskning? 
o Har du noen nøkkelpersoner sammen med deg for å utvikle metodikker? 
o Hvem leverer dere til? Eller hvem bestiller data fra dere? 
o Har du noe kontakt med politikere? 
o Hvor kommer ressursene deres fra? 
o Hva	er	din	innflytelse	i	det	(søknadsprosesser)? 
o Hvordan	er	det	dere	bestemmer	hva	dere	ønsker	å	bestille	av	

forskning?	
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Overview of interviews 

Pseudonym/	
work	position	

When	 Where	 Which	interview	 Length	
recording	

Sophie ♂ 
Senior 
researcher 

May 21st 2015 
February 22nd 2016 

In workplace 
Via Skype 

Interview 1, 
Interview 2 
(separate 
meetings) 

45 min. 
75 min. 

Julie ♂ 
Manager/ 
advisor 

June 3rd 2015 In workplace Interview 1 45 min. 

Knut ♂ 
Senior 
researcher 

June 3rd 2015 
February 19th 2016 

In workplace 
Via Skype 

Interview 1 
Interview 2,  
(separate 
meetings) 

30 min. 
45 min. 

David ♂ 
Manager/ 
Senior 
Advisor 

June 3rd 2015 
February 16th 2016 
 

In workplace 
Via telephone 

Interview 1 
Interview 2,  
(separate 
meetings) 

25 min. 
40 min. 

Martin ♂ 
PhD fellow/ 
researcher 

June 5th 2015 In workplace Interview 1 45 min. 

Sigurd ♂ 
Warden 
(Statens 
Naturoppsyn) 

February 9th 2016 Via telephone Interview 1 + 2, 
same interview 

60 min. 

Mary ♀ 
Senior 
researcher 

February 10th 2016 Via Skype Interview 1 + 2, 
same interview 

70 min. 

Tobias ♂ 
Manager/ 
Head of 
office 
monitoring 
wild animals 

February 12th 2016 Via Skype Interview 1 + 2, 
same interview 

85 min. 

Marius ♂ 
Expert 
Director/ 
Senior 
advisor 

February 17th 2016 Via telephone Interview 1 + 2, 
same interview 

100 min. 

Ben ♂ 
Senior 
researcher 

February 24th 2016 Via Skype Interview 1 + 2, 
same interview 

210 min. 
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Appendix 3: Fieldworks 

Informed consent during fieldwork 

For all the meetings I observed I had been invited, and was first briefly presented by the 
one who invited me, also on the national meeting. The one who introduced me was 
informed about my thesis (through having been interviewed and received the email I 
sent to all interviewees).  

o At the international researchers meeting I briefly presented the scope of my 
project as well to the group and asked whether I was able to sit in and observe 
and take notes. Thus, all were aware of my presence. In addition they hung a 
picture and description on the wall, symbolically placed so that I was 
“observing” the rest of the wall. 

o At the national meeting I was presented by the one who lead the meeting and 
who had invited me. All knew of my presence, and I stated that all would be 
kept anonymous.  

o At the breeding station I had been allowed by the leader, who was also 
interviewed and therefore well informed about my project. I talked about 
informed consent with the team, and they expressed they were okay with 
partaking in the project. I told that they would all be kept anonymous.  
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Condensed descriptive overview of fieldwork 

What Who were there When What took place 

International 
research project 
meeting, the 
Arctic fox  was 
a component in 
the project  

23 researchers attended the meeting in 
person (Norwegian/Swedish/ Finnish/ 
French/Welsh/Canadian and Russian via 
Skype). 11 women (in which 3 MSc 
students), 16 men (in which 1 MSc 
student). All white. 

May 
27th and 
28th 
2015 

Round table 
presentations, 
discussions, mini-
seminars, 
workshops, plenum 
discussions. Dinner. 

Yearly national 
Arctic fox  
meeting 

55 people listed as attending (14 women, 
41 men). Mostly wardens from SNO, 
researchers, and managers (NEA). One 
representative from WWF and one from 
Friends of the Earth. Two Swedish 
managers. All white.  

June 4th 
2015 

Presentations 
followed by 
questions. 
Presentations were 
divided into (1) 
updates from the 
monitoring program, 
(2) the captive-
breeding program, 
(3) more updates 
about the on-going 
research, and (4) 
updates by the 
management. 
Dinner. 

Yearly summer 
field work at the 
captive-breeding 
station (CBS) in 
Sæterdals-
fjellet, Oppdal 

Team of summer assistants/students (5 
female research assistants, 1 female team 
leader/researcher, and 1 male senior 
researcher). The “janitor”/breeder and 
maintainer of the CBS (male). A 
representative from the Norwegian Food 
Safety Authority (female) stayed for a 
short while, a journalist (male) from the 
local newspaper “Opp” came by, and the 
family (wife, children and mother-in-law) 
of the leader and senior researcher was 
present at the CBS much of the time. 

July 5th-
12th 
2015 

Learning/training to 
mark pups and 
control dens, 
maintaining the 
station, some small 
presentations, 
capturing and 
marking pups. 
Preparing for hikes. 
Register rodents and 
other species 
observed. 

Den controls 
around Finse 

Team of 5 research assistants and 1 team 
leader/researcher (all female). The team 
split, and I joined a team of 3 research-
assistants into the Arctic fox  habitats 
around Finse. 

July 
12th-
16th  

Check Arctic fox  
dens, capture and 
mark pups. Register 
rodents and other 
species observed.  
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Overview of participants in at captive-breeding station 

Pseudonym Age Natio
nality 

Comment 

Knut ♂ 
Senior researcher 

58 NO* Leader of the Norwegian Arctic fox 
Captive-Breeding Program 

Isabelle ♀ 
Researcher 

30 FR* Functioning as a team leader with a great 
deal of experience from various countries. 
Had also worked at captive-breeding station 
the summer before.  

Hannah ♀ Research 
assistant 

24 Swiss Gathering samples for her thesis  

Barbara ♀ Research 
assistant 

24 NO Gathering samples for her master thesis 
(within nature management studies) 

Kamilla ♀ Research 
assistant 

25 NO Biology bachelors and applying for master 
programs in management. Had also worked 
at captive-breeding station the summer 
before. 

Jenny ♀ Research 
assistant 

23 FR Ecologist 

Margareth ♀ 
Research assistant 

23 FR Veterinary student, writing a report after her 
stay 

Vetle ♀ 
Fox breeder/janitor 
/captive-breeding 
station maintainer 

Reverøkter 

50 NO Been the maintainer/janitor since the 
beginning, 2005, came every day to the 
station 

Alyssa ♀  
Senior advisor at The 
Norwegian Animal 
Research Authority 
unit in the Norwegian 
Food Safety 
Authority 
(Matilsynet).  

42 NO Spent one night, took part in the marking of 
some pups and the controlling one den. 

Was there to “get an impression of the 
place” 

Educated as a veterinarian 

NO= Norwegian, FR= French 
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